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storms with
cooler temperatures tonight, the weather man
says.
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for news if
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Harry Thaw
should gain absolute freedom and Evelyn quit the
stage?
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OHIO MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

SIXTEEN PASSENGERS
AND FORTY HURT IN

COLLISION

KILLED
REAR-EN-

FOUL

NEAR NEW HAVE

BUM SIGNAL

OFFICIAL?

s'

White Mountain Express Plows Through

FOG OBSCURES WARNING OF

RICH BACHELOR ROBBED
Waverly,
Iowa,
Sept 2. Blood HAT AND COAT DISCOVERED UN
hounds were used today in an effort
DER WHARF IN ROUGH PART
to solve the theft of $44,000 in cash
OF THE CITY,
and securities taken from the bedroom
of Henry Woodford," a bachelor and
one of the wealthiest men In this sec- MAN
IS
BELIEVED
ALIVE
tion early Sunday morning. The au-

Engineer Declares Wet Track Made It Impossible (or Him to Brimj thorities were not
notified of the theft
His Train to a Stop in Time to Avoid Crash Identification
until yesterday. Bonds to the amount
of $18,000' were found j"st inside the
of the Dead and Injured Proceeds slovly, as All Wore
window of Woodford's home, but no
When
Accident
Were
and
.
Asleep
Night Clothing
Occurred
New Haven, Couii., Sept. 2.

Sixteen
persons lost their lives and 40 were

Injured when the White Mountain express, bound for New York, crashed
into the rear end of the second section
of the Bar Harbor Limited, bearing
sojourners from Maine summer resorts. The wreck occurred on the
New Haven railroad just outside the
city limits shortly before 7 o'clock
this morning.
Failure to see a block signal veiled
in a thick fog is given as the cause
of the accident by Engineer A. B.
Miller, who says that as soon as he
realized the danger he tried to stop
the train. The brakes would not hold
on the wet track and the train, running down grade, ploughed its way
through two wooden Pullman cars,
splintered them to kindling and killed
or wounded most of the sleeping passengers in their berths.
The accident recalled the recent
wreck on the New Haven at Stamford,
Conn., when a second section train
failed to set its brakes and overran
a block, dealing death to; passengers
of the first section. Only part of the
dead have been identified. The bodies
of most of the victrms were mangled.
A party of boy campers, 65 in number, returning from Monmouth, Me.,
were in a Pullman car which was
overturned. Two of these boys, William Altschult of Norfolk, Va., and
Albert Green of' New York, were kill-fe-

The Bar Harbor limited had stopped
in the block, but the last car of the
long train was just on the edge of ihe
block limits. The signals tiad cleared
u:ul the limited had gotten under
slight headway when the White Mountain express came aiong. The engineer of the latter was unable to stop
his locomotive and crashed completely
through two of the sleepers on the
Bar Harbor train ,and knocked the
next sleeper over the embankment.
The shock of the collision was so
terrific the linen and bed clothing
from the berths in the sleepers was
swept out of the broken windows and
carried to the telegraph wires and
poles
nearby, where it still hung
when the wrecking trains arrived.
The White Mountain express was
scarcely scratched by the collision, it
proceeded on its way after a few
hours delay, arriving at the station
at 9:40 o'clock and proceeding at once
'
to New 'York.
The overturned sleeper was almost
entirely occupied by a camping party
of boys returning from Monmouth, Me.
The boys' homes are in New York and
Philadelphia and various parts of the
south. Seven bodies were taken from
this car.
All the passengers were in their
berths and in their night, closing,
making identification of the dead difficult. The dead and Injured were
brought to morgues and hospitals In
this city.
On the body of a young woman who
had a handbag with the initials "M. M.
H." or "M. H. M." was jewelry worth
at least $10,000. She had evidently
been dressing when the crash came.
In a chamois bag was a striking of
100 pearls with three diamonds Ip the
clasp. She had also an opal and diamond bar pin and an opal brooch.

A party of young girl campers, pupils of the Sidewell Friends school,
Washington, returning from Belle
Grade lakes, Maine, were in other
cars of the Bar Harbor express. These
girls were not reported as injured.
The dead were all taken to New
Haven. The Injured received first aid
from physicians on the two trains,
later being removed to hospitals.
All the dead and Injured were In
the three rear sleeping cars of the ENGLISH WRECK LIKE
Bar Harbor train. No one was seriously injured on the White Mountain
THAT OF NEW HAVEN
express.
A revised death roll of 17 was as
follows:
FIFTEEN PERSONS PERISH WHEN
ALTSCHUL, WILLIAM, 13 years
SECOND SECTION OF TRAIN
old, New York.
HITS THE FIRST

AVERY, HAROLD, New York.
BUTLER, FRANK B., vice president
Scranton Bolt company, Scranton, Pa.
FOX, S. CROZIER, broker, Elkins
Park, Pa.
GREEN, ALBERT, student In Columbia university, New York.
HOTCHKISS, R. A., son of Leonard
Hotchkiss, broker, New Haven.
HOTCHKISS, PHILO,, 15 years old,
also son of Leon rd Hotchkiss.
IMAR, HARRY,
Japanese, New
York.
MARTIN, H. F., civil engineer, Bryn
Mawr, Pa.
WHITE, MISS AGNES, Boston.
JAYN, ROBERT M., cigar maker,

Kirkby Spehen, County of Westmoreland, England, Sept. 2. Fifteen
persons are believed1 to have been
killed and 30 persons Injured in a
collision of two sections of the famous
London-Scotlanexpress early today.
Official reports account for nine
known dead, while correspondents on
the spot recorded the fatalities as 15.
The' wreck occurred on the Midland
railway near Hawes Junction, the two
sections being southbound for London. The second section dashed into
the rear of the first, telescoping sev
eral coaches., which burst Into flames.
Ma
pers0ns were pressed and if
Philadelphia.
not killed outright they were burned
V A MARY
JANE (no last to aeath. xt least 30 passengers were!
name given), Hartford.
taken from the wreckage suffering in
ONE UNIDENTIFIED MAN.
juries or burns and as many as ten
FOUR UNIDENTIFIED WOMEN.
of these may die.
UNIDENTIFIED WOMAN, 25 years
old, bracelet, tan shoes made by Snyd'
er and Kidd, Washington, D. C, size
LILIUOKALANI IS 75
e.
Honolulu, Spet. 2. Former Queen
75
UNIDENTIFIED
135 Llliuokalani reached the age of
WOMAN,
pounds, diamond cluster ring, emerald years today. As has been her custom
for many years, the former queen held
ring inscribed "F. B. Rand, 190S."
Both trains were heavily laden a formal reception which was attend- with returning excursionists from ed by American and Hawaiian offl- fashlonable resorts in Maine, and (hejcials and several thousand native
White mountains. They were running Hawalians irrespective of rank or
time through a heavy fog.
uitjon.
d

DEALT

NEBRASKA

D

Pullman Sleepers of Bar
Harbor Limited

EVANS

Cedar Point, O., Sept. 2 The local
PLAY
hotels are crowded to their full capa
city with members of the medical pro
fession from all parts of Ohio, who
TO
have gathered here for the annual
convention of the Ohio State Medical
association which opened here today
for a three-daysession. Dr. Charles
F. Erdman of New York and Dr.
Charles P. Hoover of Cleveland are
scheduled to deliver the principal ad KANSAS CITY POLICE LOOKING
dress and scores of other members
FOR P. H. THOMPSON, FIRE
of the profession will read papers on
COMMISSIONER
various medical, surgical and hygienic
subjects of Interest to the profession.
BLOODY GARMENTS ARE FOUNO

POLICE THINK

VJC- -

Kansas City, Sept. 2. Men in boats
searched the riWer along the Kansas
wharf and detectives combed the rough
quarter of the city along the river
front today terns to explain the
strange disappearance of Paul H.
Thompson, fire commissioner of Nebraska, whose bloody coat and hat
were found under the municipal wharf
yesterday. Last night produced no
clew to Thompson's wheerabouts.
A department store clerk mentioned
by Thompson in a note to his wife,
found in the coat, told the police today that he had known Thompson
had a friend of his at his home in
Grand Island, Neb. He said he had
not seen him since midnight Sunday,
when he left him on the street after
spending the evening in showing him
the "sights."
The police lean to the theory that
Thompson was neither 'a murder victim or a suicide, but had been slugged and robbed b''.; some persons who
threw his hat r,,j coat. under .the
wharf. Thompson,
they believed,
would bo found somewhere in the river front terrintory. There was evidence, they said, that Thompson had
returned to his hotel room during yes
...
terday afternoon.
Indications were that the bloody
garments had been placed under the
wharf at 9 o'clock yesterday morning.
Christ Thompson, a orand Island
live stock dealer, arrived today and
took charge of the search for his son.
With him was W. S. Ridgell, fire
commissioner of Nebraska, under
whom young Thompson served as deputy commissioner.
Statements concerning alleged affairs between Thompson and a woman in Grand Island, Omaha and Lincoln made by Ridgell and the elder
Thompson were considered by the
police as strengthening their theory
that Thompson is not dead, but has
disappeared intentionally.
Thompson is 22 years old. According to Ridgell he was arrested with
a woman In Lincoln two weeks ago
and released after stating that the
woman- was his wife. Mne womN),
Miss Ella Giatzy of Grand1 Island,
told Lincoln officials at that time,
according to Ridgell, that she and
Thompson had eloped and been mar-- j
ried three months ago. The same
woman has communicated with the
local police and asked to be kept
concerning clews to Mr.
Thompson's whereabouts.
1.

IS

IT C0IE1ED

AMERICAN
BAR
ASSOCIATION
FAILS TO DENOUNCE CERTAIN POLICE METHODS
Monti eal, Quebec,
2. This
Sept.
was ihe busiest day of the annual
meeting of the American Bar associa-tiott.- -

Reports were received from 23
comomtees, and most of the day was
uevoted to discussing them. The even,
lug was set aside to hearing an address by
Taft on "The
belecuon and Tenure of Judges."
Ihe competitive law bureau met
and heard an address by Its director,
Governor Simeon K. Baldwin of Con- nectitut and the section of legal education heard the annual address of
Us chairman, Walter George Smith
o Philadelphia.
At the session of the bar association the committee on commercial law
made an endorsement of the Pomerine
bill on unform biils of lading in interstate and foreign commerce, and opposing any attempt to repeal the national bankrupt act.
The committee on jurisprudence and
law reform disapproved a resolution
calling on the association to condemn
the use of the
"third degree"
ia criminal prosecutionsa. The committee also reported its opposition to
a proposition to abolish tlie life tenure
of federal judges, and ueclared its
belief that the present method of selecting judges by federal appointment
was the best one.
A report favoring the establishment
of reference and bill drafting departments in connection with state and
national legislatures was received
from the special committees appointed
to investigate this subject. The committee on uniform state laws submitted a
"marriage evasion
act," which in substance seeks to
prevent persons from evading the
marriage laws of their own states oy
getting married in other states.
A special report by a committee
appointed at the last meeting declared that public opinion was growing In
favor of uniform laws for compensation for industrial accidents and their
prevention.
The committee on patents,, trade
marks and copyright law strongly
urged the creation of a single court
of last resort in patent cases bo as to
obtain unity and harmony in the law.
T. W. Shelton, chairman of the committee on uniform judicial procedure,
lvsaid in his report that
Taft's dream of interstate judicial relations on a basis as scientific and
permanent as interstate commerce relations, seemed in a fair way of consummation."
Necessary legislation jiad been- - Introduced In both houses of congress,
he said, for a; model federal system on
the law side of the Inferior federal
courts to be prepared and promulgated
by the United States supreme court.

THE

TIM OF HOLDUPS, WHO SLUG- GED HIM

trace of the cash has been discovered.
Woodford declined to discuss the matter, but the information was given
to the police by his housekeeper
The $26,000 in cash, 'which is still
missing, the housekeeper told the police was in currency of large denominations. She said it had the habit of
Woodford, who is known here as ec
centric, to keep large sums of money
in his house.

Hi MM

HE WAS

CITY EDITION
GETS

OVATION

Garden City, N. Y., Sept. 2. Th,
second day's play in the National Amu
teur tournament opened here earlj
this morning with the playing off the
tie for the last nine places In yesterday's qualifying round. The following
retained their right to continue:
Heinr'ch Schmidt, Worcester Mass.;
C. G. Waldo, eDtroit; S. D. Bowers,
Brooklynlawn, Conn.; W. H. Gardner,
Buffalo; George T. Brokaw. Garden
'City; R,, Peters, Jr., Garden City;
Percy R. Pyne II, Princeton; Chis- holm Beach, Fox Hills, N. Y.; A. F,
Kaumer, Fox Hills.
When Charles W. Evans, of the
Edgewater club, Chicago, turned in a
card of 71 he waa greeted aa the gold
medal winner with 148 for the 36
holes medal play. Evans took 39 going out, but did the last nine holes in
32, having threes on six of them.

JUDGE IS ORGASTIC TOWARD
WOMEN WHO ATTEND TRIAL OF
CALIFORNIA

i

SLAVER

Directs Chief Witness, Wronged Girl, toJTcll
Story So "Nothing Will
Be Missed"
RELATES INCIDENTS LEADING TO IIERDEGKADATION

Says She Met Caminetti While Employed in the State House Where
tie Also Worked Marsha Warring'ton, Another Witness, Describes How Drinking Champagne in DigVs' Office Caused
Her to Become Intoxicated Diggs' Sentence is
near the
Delayed Until Later

GEYER WHIPS HARRIS
Trinidad, Colo., Sept. 1. Jack Geyer,
of Denver, defeated Fireman Harris,
of Trinidad in the last of a

bout here yesterday.
Harris was knocked down
end of the round and Referee Rick
alHed Oeyor's hand. Harris did not
attempt to get up.
Kid Bruce, of Trinidad, won the de
cision over Frankie Fowser, of El
semi-finaPaso, in an eight-rounThe latter decision was unpopular,
the fans clamoring for a draw.
d

TUhlRBOLT

l.

FALLS

INTO TUMI'S

CAMP

Second. Does Bourdeau have a right
to petition for the writ of habeas
corpus? Both these questions are
points of law purely, and I see no

reason for granting an adjournment."
Mr. McKeown
tried to open preliminary arguments again, but the
court directed that he desist, and argu
ments to sustain the writ were begun
by Mr. Jacobs.
Thaw sat on a lounge, nervously
fingering his hat and taking notes.
There waa such a crush outside that
men's coats were torn, hats were
smashed and collars twisted. In the
oracourt house yard a
tor was haranguing the crowd and at
Intervals there were roars of "three
cheers for Thaw."
At times they grew so loud that it
Was difficult to hear counsel speak.

Sherbrooke, Que., Sept. 2. Harry K.
Thaw came face to face with a new
force in the province of Quebec today.
Sir Lomer Gouin, attorney general
and premier, intervened in the case
through Aime Geoffrion, his special
representative, and demanded that
steps be taken at once to bring about
Thaw'B release from the Sherbrooke
URGING
. Nv MORE
jail, where for two weeks the AmeriBerlin, Sept. 2. No further efforts
can has defied deportation.
to induce the German government to
rremier Gouin, through his reprealter
its decision not to participate in
sentative, branded detention as a
Panama-Pacific
the
exposition at San
sarscandal to the dominion, urged
are
to be made by Theodore
Francisco
was
Sherbrooke
the
that
jail
castically
of the European
"no public boarding house" and de- Hardee, secretary
commission
of the exposition.
boasted
scribed Thaw as one who had
that he laughed at outwitting the auACCOUNTANTS' MEETING
thorities.
Mr. Geoffrion and Samuel Jacobs,
Winnipeg, Manit., Sept 2. The
representing the state of New York, eleventh annual gathering of the Domboth appeared before Superior Judge inion Association of Chartered AcHutchinson and pressed for an im- countants opened here today with a
mediate hearing on the writ of habeas luncheon arranged in honor of the
corpus obtained last week. The court visiting members by the Institute of
conceded their point and arguments Chartered Accountants of Manitoba.
were in progress at noon. If the writ Judge Robson, public utilities commis- is sustained Thaw will probably be in'sloner of Manitoba; Vere Brown, west-th- e
hands of the immigration authori- em superintendent of the Canadian
ties by night, possibly on his way to Bank of Commerce; O. J. Godfrey,
of the Saskatchewan institute of acthe border.
of counts and W. E. Hodges, of the BritTo the great disappointment
those representing New York, the ish Columbia institute were the princourt reserved decision at the
cipal speakers. The convention will
of the arguments.
rlose its sessio nat the Royal Alexan"It is a matter of such grave im- dra hotel on Thursday. Delegates and
portance," he said, "that I could not members are present from all parts of
dare to decide this matter until I have the Dominion as well as from Great
Pos- Britain and the United States
given it careful consideration.
announce
I
shall
tomorrow
my
sibly
decision. I shall notify all counsel."
"If he is not liberated on the writ," WOLGAST
THE
Mr. Geoffrion said, "other means wnl
be taken. Thaw must not be harborS
ed In a Canadian jail."
Thaw's face fell and his lawyers, declaring that the writ was Irregular, FORMER
LIGHTWEIGHT CHAMpleaded for adjournment until Friday.
PION ADMITS THAT HE IS
"We must go on," said the court.
NO LONGER FIT
"I represent the attorney general,"
said Geoffrion, "and It ia of paramount
San Francisco, Sept. 2. The obituimportance that justice In this case ary of Ad
TODAY IN CONGRESS
Wolgast, former lightweight
move swiftly. Our jails are not pubis written today on all the
champion,
lic boarding houses. It is the attorwith the record of his
pages
sporting
matter
ney general's desire that this
Oakland
defeat
at
yesterday by Joe
Washington, S'ept. 2. Seriate: Tar- be settled immediately by the liberaAzavado, a green and nervous youngiff bill consideration resumed.
tion of Mr. Thaw. The prisons of the ster who won the decision at the end
Senator Thompson spoke on sugar province cannot be used to shield a
of ten rounds.
schedule and announced he would man from the federal law."
"What's the use of going any farsupport the amendment in every lar- Samuel' Jacobs, appearing directly ther?" asks
Wolgast himself today.
ticular.
for Hounleau and indirectly for Jer- - "I don't need to
box ror
living. I
John Kirby, Jr. former president ome, denounced the case as a scan don't like these short fights, and I
of the National Association of Manu- dal to the dominion, and said It was would
rather quit alto:"1 : than
facturers, testified before Lobby com- incumbent on the court to "restore spend my time training u
!o mi;:mittee he had worked to defeat con- the county of St. Francis to its nor- around like a side show ma
!!li.V ot
gressmen whose views he disapproved. mal state."
He added that he was t!
"The appearance of a representa- returning to his Oregon
uuc
House: Ketch Hetchy bill argument
tive for the attorney general Is a settling down as a farmer.
resumed.
thunderbolt to us," said Mr. McKeown.
Wolgast was unhurt yesterday. He
Banking committee began consider- "We did not know of hla presence
fought a characteristic fight, but was
ation of sugar 'bill with Idea of re- until this
morning. We should like wild and his blows lacked the old
porting Monday.
time to consult the law as to his right sting. He was like a billiard player
General deficiency bill completed to appear."
out of practice, whose finished eiroke
by appropriation committee.
"I sent for him," said the court, shows his experience and whose calLobby committee continued hearing curtly. "The issues here are plain. culation of the angles proves his
'
with M. M. MulhaJlteBtifyins.
First, is this man illegally; detainde? knowledge but he misses his shots.
d
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San Francisco, Sept. 2. Juror Adams, crippled by two broken toes, hobbled into court on crutches today prepared to go on with the trial of F.
Drew Caminetti, charged with violation of the Mann white slave act.
As forecasted by the agreement ot
counsel yesterday, Judge Van Fleet
postponed until next Wednesday pronouncing sentence oa Slaury I. Digga,
convicted on four counts ot violating
the Mann act and liable to a maximum
penalty of 20 yeara In prison and $20,-00- 0
fine.
With, Lola Norris, expected to testi-

fy, Interest In the case continued unabated, and again long lines formed
in the corridors waiting for the doors
to open.
The government called Marsha Warexamination. The
rington, on
closing moments of her testimony
were perhaps the most painful shy
has endured in the
trials'. Relentlessly
the question
took her back to the room in Diss'
suite of offices where her ruin was
encompassed.
"What effect, if any," asked Theodore Roche, "did the champagne you
had drunk have on you?"
There was absolute silence while
the girl hesitated, her eyes lowered.
Diggs was leaning forward to catch
her least whisper. Judge Van Fleet
took pity on the girl's embarrassment.
"You need not answer the question,
unless you wish," he informed her.
She was ready, however,
to go
through with the ordeal to the end.
"I guess," she said faintly, "I
rSggs-Camii,e-

When the witness was excused the
prosecution began to strengthen iia
minor evidence.
Lola Norris, the chief witness
against the defendant, succeeded her
father, who was excused after a brief
examination., Her voice was audiblo
to the jury, but not to those In the
rear of the court room, as Judge Van
Fleet sarcastically noted.
"Miss Norris," he admonished her,
"raise your voice please. I notice
that several of the ladies ia the rear
of the room have to lift their hands
to catch all you say. They might misa
something."
Miss Norris testified that she had
met Caminetti first while working ia
the library at the stale capitol where
she was employed. Caminetti, as a
cler kto the state board of control,
worked in the same building, Caminetti had called her upon fo tdc:'io
and asked her to prrpire fur his f b I
Diggs an introduction to Marsha Warrington, to whom la already had been
introduced. Miss Norri3 did as siio
was asked.
1

A FOOLISH STUNT
Versailles, France, 2. TI.5 t'
maneuver of turnr)" a sojr-It n
the air with an aeroplane
rapid speed was repeated today by
aviator, rcqoud, - 1 L o
,v i "i
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the soap bubbles ol life and more to
the making of the soap, William really
ESTABLISHED 1879.
didn't have time to accede. And Pa
didn't have the heart to force it. And
the months drifted into years anc the
Published By
years into decades and the saie old
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
story is told and retold until sudden(Incorporated.)
ly Pa discovers himself, an old man,
but hl$ loy William is still, just a boy
. .EDITOR
because he has never been forced to
M. M. PADGETT.
be anything else.
It seems a hard, cruel thing to rob
youth of its romance, its dreams and
its irresponsibility. But It muat be
done just the same as your little son's
Entered fct the postoffice at East bobbed" hair must be cut close if
Las Vogas, New Merico, for trans- you ever want to make a man out of
mission through the UUted States him. Fathers who thoughtfiur Invest
aialla is iecond class matter.
oHife
their sons with the swiri-saof ir!, never have to 'r. them to ie
at 63.
.). :
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by Carrier
caused by in
the
flesh
of
.05
Swellings
Per Copy
......f flammation, cold, fractures
of the
.16
One Week
bone, toothache, neuralgia or rheu65
One Month
matism can be relieved by applying
.$7.50 BALLARD'S SNOW MNIMENT.
It
One Year
should be well rubbed in over the part
Dally, by Mall
16.00 affected. Its great healing and peneOne Year
eases the pain, reduces
3.00 trating power
Six Montis
swelling and restores natural condi
tions. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00 per
bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
Adv.

Cljc faiUi 'Optic

2, 1913.
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WITH

BUSINESS

SEPTEMBER

NEWS

JAPAN GROWS

1

FROM THE CAPITAL

r
f tSanta Fe, N. M., Sept. 2. James A.
French, state engineer, and R. P.
land commissioner, accompanied
by their wives returned last evening
from an extended trip through north
ern and northeastern New Mexico.
They left here Tuesday morning, and
attended the session of the Gulf to
Colorado
Highway association at
Clayton last Thursday. They return
ed by way of Taos aud their trip laid
out on the way described a gigantic
figure eight.
So far as they were able to discover
they were the only New Mexicans
present aside from delegates from Raton and Union county.
They report
that New Mexico added several additional miles to the Gulf to Colorado
official route by the decision of the
association to route all cars through
Clayton, thence to Des Molens and Raton instead of through Folsom and
Emery Gap as formerly. They state
that on the day of the, convention
Clayton was full of automobiles, there
being a large attendance from Texas
and ColoradOi with a good representation from Union county outside of
Er-vie-

RAPIDLY

........

EXPORTS
COUNTRY
TO THAT
DURING PAST FISCAL YEAR
BROKE RECORD

Washington, Sept. 2. Exports from
the United States to Japan in the fiscal year just ended were greater than
those to all other parts of Asia com
bined, according to Mficial figures
of the bureau of foreign and domestic
commerce, department of commerce.
The exports to Japan increased in
d
the single year four and
million dollars, while those to other
parts of Asia decreased six and a half
millions in the same period. The total exports to Japan In 1913 were
$57,741,815; those to all other Asia
If to the figures of ex$57,314,805.
to
ports
Japan proper there were added those to Korea and Japanese leasGROWER
ed territory in China, the total Jap12.00
anese territory in 1913 would be
One Year
LOO COMMISSION
FIXES
Six Months
and to all other Asia $55,335,-76- Clayton.
The best news brought back by the
Exports to Japan in 1913 were larg fwo state officers was that the Colfax
CHARGES
EXPRESS
Mail
for
Advance
in
Subscrip
(Cash
er than ever before and were more county road board started work Sat
tions.)
than two and a half times as great urday fixing up the 12 miles of road
orRemit by draft, check or money
as in 1910 which was, however, an ex between Cimarron and Ute
Park,
der. If sent otherwise we will not CORPORATION BOARD SENDS OUT
low year in the export which was described by Arthur Selig-maceptionally
BY
FOR
USE
SCHEDULE
be responsible for loss.
trade to that country. They amountas the worst portion of the 400
SHIPPERS
Specimen copies free on
ed, in 1913, to $57,741,815, as stated miles
encountered recently on the
The state corporation commission, before, and only crossed the 50 million circle drive which included Las Veunder date of August 29 has sent out dollar line on two previous occasions gas, Raton, Taos and Santa. Fe.
AT the
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
1905, $51,719,683,' and 1912, $53,478,- following notice of interest to paLeaving here Tuesday morning the
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
trons of the Wells Fargo Express 046.
party made the trip to Raton the same
PAID FOR
Exports to practically all the other evening. At Raton, Wednesday Mr.
company In New Mexico:
You are advised that after a con countries of Asia show a decline in Ervien inspected the scenic
highway
Advertisers are guaranteed the ference with the officials of Wells 1913, as against the increase of over over Raton Pass, while Mr. French
& Co. express, the
following four million dollars in the exports to spent the morning with members of
largest dally and weekly circulation Fargo
Japan. To China they were 21
the Colfax county road board. Tney
of any newspaper in northern New order was issued by this commission:
Mexico
in
million dollars against 24
scale
New
"Apply
locally
millions left Raton shortly before noon.and arMexico.
N of classification N. M. C. C. No. 1, in 1912, to British India, 11 million rived in
Clayton
shortly after 4
to ail general special matter except dollars in 1913 against 15 millions in o'clock. On the return
they took a
TELEPHONES
fresh fruit and vegetables and melons. 1912; to Dutch East Indies, $3,151,693 more
route,
southerly
passed
through
Main 2 Fresh fruit and vegetables and melons
Business Office
against $3,209,067; to Asiatic Russia Springer, thence to Cimarron, Ute
..Main 9 to take following distance rate per $1,101,419
News Department
against $1,206,828; to Tur Park, Taos and home. The mileage of
hundred pounds:
$1,200,- the trip was about 550 miles.
key in Asia, $1,096,748
$ .40 929;
50 miles and less
while
an in
allows
Hongkong
1913.
2,
SEPTEMBER
TUESDAY,
Supreme Court in Session
CO miles and over 50
.50 crease
of about 100 thousand dollars,
The September session of the state
.60 and
80 miles and over 60
the Straits Settlements an In- supreme court started this
F1KE-IUSK- S
ON OCEAN
morning,
.75 crease
100 miles and' over 80
of nearly a million.
VESSELS
and quite a number of the members
.90
150 miles and. over 100
On the import side the figures of of
the bar attended the opening ses1.00
175 miles and over 150
trade
with Japan also show an in- sion. Disbarment
on
of
the
fire
the
The confinement
proceedings affect
1.10
200 miles and over 175
crease, but no larger than from other ing a Quay county attorney, and two
luiperator to the section of the hojd 250 miles and over 200
1.25
parts of Asia, imports from Japan in cases by the same title, the City of
in which it originated demonstrates
1.50
300 miles and over 250
1913 having been 91
million dollars Tucumcari vs. D. A. Belmore
the value of the compartment system 350 miles and over 300
were
4.75
agaiiAt S0V million in 1912; from scheduled to be heard today.
as a protection against fire as veil
2.00
400 miles and over 350
China for 1913, 39 million dollars
as against .water. Yet inasmuch as
Labor Dayit the Capitol
2.25
400 miles and over 400,1 ...
29
million in 1912; from Inagainst
it took a; stubborn six hours' fight 461 miles and over..Z- Labor day was extensively observed
2.50
dia, 68 million dollars against 51 mil- at the state capitol, some offices closwith the combined resources of the
It is hereby ordered that such above
lion; from the Straits Settlements, ing all day, others closing during the
fillip's fire force, the Hoboken fire de- described rates become effective
Aug 35
milmillion dollars against 22
partment and two New York fire ust 20, 1913, and
afternoon and two, the auditor and
expire when can lion; and from Asiatic
12
boats to eubdue the flames, there will
Turkey,
the state treasurer, were on duty all
celled.
These rates apply over all
inevitably ba speculation as to what lines of railroad operated by Wells milion dollars against 91-- million in day due to the fact that it was the
1912.
might have, happened had the fire Fargo & Co. express.
first of the month: Those closing all
Raw cotton is the largest single item day were the
occurred at Bea, That a fire will ever
governor's office, the
Respectfully,
in the exports to Japan, though manugain sufficient headway. In a modern
STATE CORPORATION
secretary of state, the attorney genocean steamship to consume it is in
factures as a whole show a larger
eral and corporation
COMMISSION,
commission,
than that of the single item-cot- ton. mounted
the highest degree Improbable. But
police and state engineer.
a very serio. s question Is presented
The value of raw cotton ex- Those
CAUGHT A BAD COLD
closing for half a day were the
as to the ext ont of the protection proto
Japan in 3913 was 25 mil land office, the department of educaported
"Last winter my son caught a very
vided against, panic in case of a fire bad cold and the way he coughed was lion dollars against 11
million in tion and the game warden's office.
at eea In a crowded liner.
something dreadful," writes Mrs. Sa 1911, the years 1912 and 1913 showing
E. Duncan, of Tipton, Iowa. "We
The mammoth passenger ship has rah
exceptionally large movements of cot- HORSES UNDER THE HAMMER
thought, sure he was going into conit.
ton from the United States to that
is to
not proved unsinkable, and
We
bottle
one
New York, Sept
2. Many noted
sumption.
bought just
be considered whether it has not cre- of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and country. Flour exported to Japan al- breeders and owners of fast horses
one
bottle stopped h!s cough and so shows a marked increase in 1913, come to town
ated new conditions of risk at sea, that
today to attend the dismillion dollars against 2
such as that of the panic influences of cured his cold completely." For sale being 3
sale of the entire Castleton
persal
all dealers. Adv.
by
million In 1912, and 1
fire on a vessel carrying a ship's
million in stud of the late
James R. Keene.
1911.
Products of iron and steel are The sale is
company equal to the population of
as one of the
SHOE WORKERS LEAVE LYNN
regarded
a email city. It may be supposed
the most important of the manufac- most
of its kind ever conN. Y., Sept. 2. One of
important
Rochester,
tures exported to that country, pipes
that the fire on the Imerator will turn the most
ducted in this country. Among the
important matters to be con and
the attention of ship constructors ' to
milfittings in 1913 being 1
horses to go under the hammer are
sidered and acted upon at the annual
lion dollars; sheets and plates, 1
the need of safeguards against that
some of the greatest sires the Americonvention of the United Shoe Work- hazard,
matching those installed ers of
million; locomotives,
million; can turf has ever known.
America, which began its sesHeading
rails 'for railways, 1
against shipwreck as a result of the sion in this
million; struc- the list are the famous race
Is
a
proposal
city
today,
horses,
Titanic's fate.
to move the national headquarters tural iron and steel over a half mil Colin and Peter Pan, sons of the
from Lynn, Mass, to Brooklyn. Lyon lion. Nails and spikes over 400 thou great Commando,
has been the headquarters of. the or- sand dollars; railway cars, 150 thouREFORMING BOYS AT 03
ganization for many years, but the sand dollars; and tin plates approxiHOW'S THIS
Othef
We offer One Hundred Dollars Renational officers and members of the mately 100 thousand dollars.
John Palmer of Chicago, 86, has executive board are understood to manufactures .sent to that country in ward for any case of Catarrh that
tired of getting his son William out of favor the"
clude illuminating oil, 4
million dol cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
proposed removal to BrookCure.
Bci ixpes and recently forced "Billy" to
lars
oil
over a
value; lubricating
lyn. Litigation before the MassachuF. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. O.
sign the pledge. Wherefore Billy fig setts courts resulting from strikes and half million; sole leather over a haif We, the undersigned, have known
ures he is through sowing his wild other troubles with manufacturers million; fertilizers nearly a half mil F. J. Cheney for the past 15 years,
oafs. Considering that he Is 63, It Is are behind the suggestion. For thp lion ; and numerous other articles in and believe him perfectly honorable
in all business transactions and finhigh time.
last six years there have been injuno smaller sums.
able to carry out any obligaThe principal imports from Japan ancially
But the chances are it is going to tlon suits and other legal battles which
tions made by his firm.
be a little bard for William to be as have cost the union an immense sum. are silk, tea, mattings, straw braids, NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.
good a boy as he ought He has been The officials believe that with the rice, and copper. Raw silk imports
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Intertoo long. But if it transfer of the headquarters many of from that country in the fiscal year
a harum-scaruacting directly upon the blood
just ended amounted to 57 million nally,
takes sometime fbr him to get down these troubles can be averted.
and mucous surfaces of the system.
milout
91
dollars
of the total of
to the humdrum of business affairs,
Testimonials sent free. Price 75
jllon of imports from that country. cents per bottle. Sold by all Drughis worthy parent won't have any kick
coining. He didn't Start soon enough, Can't Afford to Have Kidney Trouble Tea, the next largest item in value, gists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipNo man with a family to support was 7
million dollars; materials for
says the Joplin Globo.
ation. Adv.
can afford to have kidney trouble, nor hats, bonnets, and hoods
(chiefly
de
of
In the alienee
any specific
nped he fear it with such a remedy at
milFIELD TRIALS IN NORTH DAKOTA
tails, it is fair to weave the story of the hand as Foley Kidney Pills. An hon- straw braid,) approximately 2
2
etc.,
Palmera out of the rags of imagina- est medicine, safe and reliable, cost- lion; copper pigs, Ingots,
Towner, N. D., Sept. 2. Many promForty-fiv- e
tion.
years ago William ing little but doing much good, Foley million; rice over a million; chinawarr-ove- inent sportsmen from a distance are
eliminate backache and
a million; mattingg nearly a mil- here with their high-clas- s
was a lively and good looking young Kidney Pills
dogs for
the system and lion; and wines
tone,
rheumatism,
up
f
18.
was
nearly
His father
the second annual prairie
chicken
fellow, just turned
restore normal action of kidneys and
4L And they thought a good deal of bladder,
o. O. Schaefer and Red
trials of the All America Field Trial
each other, of course, only Pa thought Cross Drug Store. Adv.
club. The trials began today.
The
a good deal more cf William than Wilevents on the program include a derby,
Yellow complexion, pimples and disWhen the ibowels feel uncomfort- and all
liam did of Fa, becauso that's always
aged, a championship and a
or able and you miss the exhilarating
on
blemishes
the
face
figuring
the way. Boys of 18 don't have time body can be gotten rid of by doctoring feeling that always follows a copious members' all aged slake.
lo think much of their fathers. They the liver, which is torpid. HERBINE morning operation, a dose of HERare too much interested with the fine is a powerful liver corectant. It puri- BINE will sot you right in a couple
DESPONDENCY
fies the system, stimulates the vital of hours. If taken at bedtime you
j uuen catispd by in(Hi;K",u huh
new world they have discovered.
orsrsns p. rid puts the body In fine vi- - get Its beneficial effect after break- constipation, and
quickly disappears
.So when Pa suggested that Wiliiam orous condition.
Price 50c. Sold by fast next day. Price 50c. Sold by when Chamberlain's Tablets are tak- .
.
fl tr
Tin
ought to pay a little loss .attention to Central Drug Co. Adv.
Central Drm Co. Adv.
ui n.i IK nu ii r fin!..i.nr
vji.
in."
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A BUSTER BROWN

WATCH
K

M te

Each week we will give away a Buster Brown watch and fob to
snme W nr vr wearinc Buster Brown Shoes. These watches are
good time keepers and such as any boy or girl should be proud to have'. Come to our store any
time for full particulars how to get one of these watches fREE
Watch our windows each Saturday afternoon for the name of the lucky one for the week.
,

KO CUE C&M SECURE F.IORE TUMI QUE WATCH

;

BUSTER.. BROW
ISHOES FOR BOYS and GIRLS

Buster Brown shoes combine style, comfort and service to the
greatest possible degree are made in such a variety of styles
that every requirement can be met and insures to the purchaser that satisfaction expected.
Every pair is positively guaranteed to give satisfactory
ice. If they do not, we will give you
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ZIONISTS HOLD CONGRESS
Sept. 2. The international
congress of Zionists, with delegates
present from practically every part
of the world, opened here today with
appropriate ceremonies. The Zionists
of the United States alone are represented by more than 50 delegates. The
congress is expected to be one of
the most Important ever held, owing
to the unrest in the far east and
the changes made by the Balkan wars
and also by the fact that the Turkish
government is offering for sale large
tracts of land in and about Palestine.

NEW LANDS FOR SETTLERS
Miles City, Mont., Sept.' 2. Hundreds of persons stood in line when
the government land office in this
city was opened this morning to receive applications for lands in the
Fort Peck Indian reservation In the
upper half of Dawson county, In this
state, which has been thrown open
to settlers by the national government. The land includes some of the
most fertile sections in the wheat belt
of Montana; 487,000 acres are class-

AMERICAN

MECHANICS

Jackson, Ky., Sept. 2. The state
cpuncil of the Jnior Order United
American Mechanics opened its annual session here today in the presence of more than five hundred delegates representing nearly every section of the state. The opening exercises were held at the court house
like' the rest of ' the city ia
which,
handsomely decorated In honor of the
visitors. The session will close on
Thursday.
Get Rid of the Torment of Rheumatism
You can do so by ridding yourself
of the cause. Weak and inactive kid-

neys allow uric acid poisons to re- -'
main in the blood and rheumatic
pains swollen and achin; joints follow. Take Foley's Kidney Pills to ease
you of the pain and torment. They
will positively and permanently build
up the kidneys, restore their normal
action and keep the urio acid crystals
out of the blood and body. Try them.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
ed as agricultural lands, 738,000 acres Store. Adv.
as grazing land and 12,000 acres, as
Mother of Eighteen Children
mineral lands. Applications must be
"I am the mother of eighteen chilfiled between today and September
dren and have the praise of doing
20, at the land offices of Miles City, more work than any
young woman In
Glasgow, Havre or Great Falls and my town," writes Mrs. C. J. Martin,
the final drawing for allotment will Boone Mill, Va. "I suffered for five
be held at Glasgow' on September 28 years witth stomach trouble and could
not eat as much as a biscuit without
suffering. I have taken three bottles
of Chamberlain's Tablets and am now
Foley Kidney Pills cure obstinate a well woman and weigh ,168
cases of widney and bladder trouble, I can eat anything I want to, pounds.
and as
rheumatism and lumbago, because much as I want and feel better than
they remove the cause. You can not I have at any time in ten years. I
take this honest curative medicine in- refer to any one in Boone Mill or victo your system without getting the inity and they will vouch for what I
right results. Try them, O. G. Schae- say." Chamberlain's Tablets are for
fer and Red Cross Drusr Store. Adv. sale by all dealers. Adv.

than BOO physicians and surgeons representing nearly every section of this
state were in attendance here today
when the regular annual convention
of the Kentucky State
called to order. The convention
will remain in session three days and
will close on Thursday Many noted
members of the profession will read
papers dealing with important professional subjects.
After adjournment
the members will take a trip to the
Mammoth Cave.
Medical-society-wa-

ORDER

Says: "It is a wise precaution
against getting holes in delicate hosiery to powder the shoes before putting
them on." Many people sprinkle the
famous
antiseptic powder, Allen's
Foot-Easinto the shoes, and find
that it saves its cost, ten times over
in keeping holes from hosiery as well
as lessening friction find consequent
smarting and aching of the feet.

KENTUCKY MEDICAL SOCIETY
Bowling Green, Ky., Sept. 2. More

CHILDREN

SouMdaBaja
THE LATEST FASHION NOTE

Vienna,

,0RTHE

s

The healing demulcent qualities of
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound are
not duplicated in anv other mfrtip.lnp
for coughs and colds. Any substitute
offered you is an inferior article. Refuse t oaccept it for it can not produce
the healing and soothing effect of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. Insist upon the genuine, which contains
no opiates, o. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Dnif; Store. Adv.
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THREE

doubts about his biting anybody, la
schooner Westward, year before last;
PARIS ADOPTS NEW MATERIAL
fact, her father looked the dog over
Barr's
tricks
some
of
and has acquired
and doubted it he would bite a mutton-choFRENCH
LENA'S
and methods, although he Is by no
Drap de Taffetas Has Attained Wida
"What did you get such a rat for a
means a Barr. Dennis was never
Popularity for the Really Dressy
was asked.
all
Tailor
Made8,
fore
dog?"
and
aboard
after, practically
"To bite some of my callers."
his experience having been confined
Clever Ruse Whereby Popular
"Go ahead. I guess youH pick out
Drap de taffetas is one of the new
to large schooners.
Maiden Rid3 Herself of Suthe right one from the gang.
materials for dressy tailor mades;
Of course there is no good reason
It was the poetic young man's eveChil-dre- n and very dashing it Is, soft and brilAdmirers.
for
Could
Care
perfluous
Hardly
should
fine
a
schooner
time.
same
why
Moire makes
liant at the
stopper
ning, for calling. He had spent the
whole day composing a sonnet to Miss
not be able to get excellent results
Finds Health in lovely tailor suits, also cashmere de
By LAWRENCE ALFRED CLAY.
Lena's nose, and had finished and
out of a sloop, but not every New
satin, drap de satin, etc. Surah of
in
brought it along. Such was his impavery coarse rep is used, but up to the . Miss Lena Walters was troubled
Lydia E. Pinkham's VegTHERE WILL BE MANY CANDI- York Yacht club member has the high
differhas
four
mind.
When
her
a
"Foutience to read it. and hear her words
girl
much
not
moment
has
following.
DATES FOR HONOR OF
opinion of Dennis' all around ability,
etable Compound.
lard silk baa not been fashionable in ent admirers and can't soy which she of praise that he took no notice of
and besides when he sails a boat his
WITH LIPTON
Paris for years. This summer we see prefers, It's a mighty solemn situation. the dog. He had scarcely been greetNainclination is to be a captain in every
ed when he took the manuscript from
a few examples of satin foulard, Well might she pause and reflect
six
N.Y.easier
For
over
-"
riBen
or
Bovina
fallen
tions
have
years
Center,
sense
cup
of
owner
America's
his pocket and began: '
the word, and the
for
With a race for the
which, however, appear cheap and
I
have
as
health
as
had
not
have
I
good
"No blooming rose
shiny. Crepe de chine, supple taffetas, problems than that
assured for next season, thoughts of whom he Is sailing who attempts to
now.
I wa3 very charmeuse,
No. 1 had curly hair and a lisp. He
charmeur, all these make
With Lena's nose.
racing members of the New York shnre the navigating responsibilities
young when my first splendid and practical afternoon coswas simply dollghtfuL
In
soft repose
to
i3
plans1
made
to
is
There
said.
it
been
feel
club
have
turning
Yacht
this,
baby was born and tumes, while tulle illusion, hand painted
No, i had a drooping mustache and
Can the devil!"
'I
for the defence of the classic trophy, is a lot to be said for this JTTtude
my health was very or embroidered, and mousseline de arched eyebrows.
He was charming.
Why, Mr. Davis!" exclaimed the
bad after that. I
r
and as a consequence a mass of defi- from Dennis's standpoint at least, but i
the same way, compose
No. S not only had the poetic expres- owner of the nose.
treated
sole,
and
was not regular
nite information, unauthenticated ru- the managing owner has also to be
frocks for the women with whom sion, but he also wrote sonnets. He
"Some darned thing bit me! There
I had pains in my
mor, and wild speculation has filled considered and the captain in comhad written one sonnet to her eyes it is a wretched little rat of a cur!"
money is of no consequence.
so
was
and
back
One of the houses on the Rue de la and another to her chin.
the days of the week. Out of it all mand of a New York Yacnt club deSir!"
poorly that I could Paix is
No. 4 at and sighed most of the
making a specialty of combinYes, hit me to the bone, and It
of
may be extracted several facts con- fender will inevitably be obliged to
care
hardly take
one
summer
in
materials
had
he
eyes
and
many
be a case of the rabies!"
ing
when
he
time
may
called,
of
the
face
an
is
excellent
defending
this fact. Willis
cerning the policy
my two children. I frock. A dress seen
today, with the out of which a lost soul seemed to be
"But you can have a case of tne
mat- sailor who this season has been with
sevother
doctored
with
various
organization ajd
like shantung, gazing.
rabies and still be a gentleman, can't
eral doctors but got foundation of crepe
ters having to do with the impending Acushla, but excellent though he be,
had a front which formed
cream
and
color,
man
business
a
was
you?"
Mr.
Walters
no
was
me
there
told
no
bettor. They
international event, says Fair Play there is nothing that warrants imfine
atof
a
overskirt
rather
sir
little
no,
very
"No,
sir, I can't! If you
tight
He
very
use;3
paid
rather brusque.
without an operation. I have
was
net.
The
in the New York Post.
embroidered
to
came
in
who
plicit confidence in his ability to get help
have
started
corsage
to
unoietv.
keep a mad dog in
and
to
tention
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Commade half of net, half of mousseline and went, but after pumping against the house you must ahem excuse
First of all, there Is no doubt that everything possible out of a
me
and
has
it
wonderfully.
helped
pound
always in the same tone with cuffs a score of young men in the hall at me ,from "
the Pratt committee wishes ,to see defender. Howell sailed Effort when I do most of my own work now and take
and
a finish about the low, round neck one time or other he said to his aaugn-teAnd out he bounced and made his
vichonor
recommend
the
of
one
I
a
she won the King's cup in 1906,
care of my children.
more than
your
trying for
of black tulle Illusion in the form of
to the first hospital to be treated.
women."
remedies
to
all
way
Maxmind
a
state
as
to
suffering
of
much
J.
due
ardently
tory
Roger
defending,
a Pierrot, aa the plaited flat collar Is
to have her
cook
of
the
Care
tell
A.
Mrs.
wasn't the evening of No. 2 to
you
Willatid
It
"Lena,
Graham,
of
well's overconfidence in Ms own boat,
seconded by more tnan one group
called. At one side of the ceinture. young men come to the kitchen door
N.Y.
Bovina
but
Elswokth
Center,
call,
being at the umbrella mendTuttls,
the club. Herreshoff will be called which resulted in his not using a spin
which was of shantung, there was a after this."
on the corner, he thought he'd run
er's
ComE.
rinkharn's
Lydia
Vegetable
loose velvet orchid in violet. We find
upon to produce at least one boat; naker in the last leg of that famous
"Why, the cook is a married wom- in for a moment and ask Miss Lena If
made from native roots and the Pierrot collar with cuff to match
that much is known, although at pres- rare, as to the ability of Effort or her pound,
was the reply.
her father's business had been unfaan,"
herbs, contains no narcotics or harmful on many of the summer corsages and
ent talk that the Bristol wizard will skipper. Still, Howell is rated high; drugs, and
"Are they chums of the butler
vorably affected by the tariff. He was
holds the record of
today
blouses.
"Of course not"
receive commission to create a second his biggest sloop was Effort, a
cordially greeted, but hardly had he
being the most; successful remedy we
"Then what do they want here?"
know for woman's ills. If you need such
opened the subject nearest bis heart
defender may be set down as premn
callers."
COUNT
when he jumped a foot high and yelled
are
THAT
TOUCHES
tbev
my
nana,
"Whv.
?
SMART
medicine
Of the amateurs, Addison Hanan is a
why don't you try it
ture. Again, one very promient and
'
rid of all but out:
Better
get
"Humph!
a
we
of
as
the
on
the
best
club,
influential member
all hands
regarded
If you have t'fo pHct'itost doubt Proper Adjustment of Veils and Neck- one. They wear out the rugs.
"Holy smoke, but I've run against
man whose name has been associated have, a msn supreme in the handling that Lydia K. Pinklmm's Vegeta
In
mind,
a
live wire!"
her
troubled
And.
belne
the
Ranks
bands
Among
Ccsi;onu;wiU itf.; vo,wvua
r Things
with some of the swiftest yachts that of small boats. But there, again, we ble
"It's only Nero," the girl calmly asMis Lena did a much more sensible
of Importance.
to Lydial3.Pinkb.am Medici neCo.
ever sailed the red, white and blue have to face the fact of his inexperi- (confidential) Lynn.Mass., for adthins than to retire to her room and sured him.
his faith ence in dealing with large crews. This vice. Your letter mil be opened,
to
"What, that litle cur? Why, he's bitor
or
figminded
fline herself on the bed and weep. She
net
of
is
pin
veil
The
lace,
plain
burgee,
do
to
a
me!"
read
and
answered
ten
woman,
stroll
a
took
or
by
and
on
he
has
hat
at
lower
her
is
the
which
is a shortcoming
edge put
to William Gardner although
might
ured,
gathered
and held in strict confidence.
"Yes, he bites most every one!"
to a neckband of satin ribbon which some serious thinking.
not, so far as is known, placed an or- might not militate against his effic"Well, you must excuse me If 1
Tho father hadn't snoken seriously,
fastens with clamps at the back and
who
der; while in Marblehead, among a iency when sailing a
call again until I hear of his
would
don't
neces
admirers
the
of
with
four
the
none
therefore
does
and
away
not to have the fun of navigating their
group of eastern Yacht club members, can tell? At all events, the tendency
death!"
crisis
small
and
that
invisible
but
be bounced,
suppose
hairpins
sity for
I heard a great deal about the forma- to put a professional in charge oi the craft, but are asked to use them as barrettes and all the other tiresome
"Oh, certainly!"
had come? Suppose the young lady
schools
then
for
which
captains,
professional
seems
Number four he of the sad eyes
pronounced
sup defender
tion of a Boston syndicate,
women have to use in or found herself compelled to say to numthat
things
and sadder sighs called the next evewould pin their faith to George Owen". among all groups or New York Yacht there is no sport In the game. On the der to adjust their veils with neatness ber one:
"Birdie Rockineham. your hair curls ning to ask for Lena's hand and heart.
Commodore Pratt is enthusiastic club members who are considering other hand, the British appear to de- and accuracy. The top edge of the
was patent to her the moment she
over the idea of a fleet of candidates building candidates. Harry Maxwell rive a lot of out of their yachting and veil is gathered into another band of In the most delightful profusion and It
looked into those sad eyes, and she
is
small
a
finished
with
something
and
is
that
which
to
same
a
at
the
lisp
time
breed
confusion,
ribbon,
larger
for the honor of defending the cup, has had experience with
flat bow at the back and fastened with to make an angel sit up and listen for looked furtively around to see if Nero
sloops, and in number of professionals qualified to
and in Marblehead he suggested to schooners and
He was. He was
more, but this is a life of sadness and was on the Job.
clamps.
man's right
B. Walter Clarke of Irolita, the idea many quarters high opinion is held hold their own with the best.
the
at
and
looking
One can see for herself how easy disappointments. I wish you well,
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday a the adjustment is and how many pos- I will be a sister to you, but you must leg.
of his forming a Philadelphia syndi- as to his all around ability. Certainly
Walters Lena you must
"Miss
Clarke seemed he gave Charley Barr a lot of trouble series of races for the Seawanhaka sibilities there are In such a veil. For mV vonr hike.
Find some other
Commodore
cate.
seen
have
of
you must realize that 1
boats
Corinthian
her."
tor
cup
with
challenge
instance, one can wear a plain hat aneel and be happy
greatly interested in the proposition. when racing against him several years
blazes!"
I
and
thunder
MIrs Lena was finding cold chills
With matters at their present status ago. The whole question of Bkippers, the Q class will be held at Oyster. without trimming and provide It with
Mr. Pilgrim!" ,
"Why,
at
her
to
voice
a
when
ribbon
over
the
her
crown
band
a
event
A
this
using
curious
feature
of
by
creeping
hay.
there isn't any question that there in short, is a vexing one.
"Your infernal little cur has bitten
owner of the suc- which the upper edge of the veil is elbow addressed her:
will be enough boats and of a quality
me!"
Arising from the general chorus of is the fact that the
a
to
want
in
buy
and provide a neckband
"Say, you; don't you
"Year
to give any boat that Sir Thomas praise of this season's New York cessful boat does not win the cup. gathered
Imitation of the velvet ribbons that dorg?"
name
It.
The
If
boat's
the
wins
boat
of
"And and "
series
Yacht club cruise is a querulous note,
Tt was a eamin of about twelve, and
are now tied under the chin or behind
Upton sends over a stirring
holds
"And
I'm going to keep him right
still
is
she
turns
not
changed,
French
eventually
a
la
consideration
a
committee
when
which
had
he
the
which
lower
to
the
arms
but
may
dog
in his
the ear,
regatta
races,
edge
Is
If
along!"
the
and
she
the
glory gathered.
sold,
cup,
bull dog.
to the men to sail them, the outlook have heard or may have, at that. It
"Then then," and out went the sad- of the cup is sold with her. This is
The hatband is not so important aa
"Mercy on me, Is that dog?" cried
grows less alluring. For the personal concerns the lack of windward1 work
eyed man, never to call again.
the first year of the cup, and the win- the neck ribbon, which Is attached to the girl as Bhe started back.
element, to be frank, is a matter that which the yachts nad in this
There was only one more left he
but
I'll
$50,
worth
He's
of
because
"You
tho
bet.
the lower edge
veil,
series of races. Has anyone real- ning of three legs, consisting of three
is causing not a little worry in the
of
the lisp and the curly hair. He
many women need something to cover take 25 cents!"
next evening. Nero was ready
called
minds of those who have the respon- ized that in all this cruiSi of some races each, is necessary for final own- the hollowness in the neck when they
The French nation sends us chic
d hats
miles the racing yachts in all ership.
and cloaks, but for him, but the moments fled Into
wear a low gown, and all women look
sibility of keeping the trophy In this
Virginia, of the Atlantic Yacht club, somewhat the better by wearing, on when it comes to bulldogs they are a hours, and there was no crisis. At
country. I refer, of course, to pro- had short of 11 miles of real beating
length he proposed matrimony and his
fessional skippers whose presence to windward? Such appears to be the successfully defended the Chllda per. the street, some kind of accessory be- dead failure. It is as If they took a case
was taken under advisement
caba
aboard the American defender is re- fact, obtained from a survey of the petual challenge trophy off Sea Gate, low the chin. It makes the neck look coon, a rabbit, a augar beet and
Next day Miss Lena asked her father:
down
them
boiled
and
head
leas
naked.
bage
work of the yachts on. the various on the last day of race week, yestergarded as essential.
"Papa, will a man who let's a dog
and noured the hodge-podgAs a matter of fact, we have not courses of the cruslng itinerary. The day, Spider, of the same club, finisha dog. They bite his leg for two hours and never
it
called
mold
and
a
into
now In this country a single profesrun from Vineyard Haven to ing second. Loon won the Sound and PARISIAN IDEAS FOR GIRLS are warranted to scare batnes into nts make a complaint make a good hussional qualified to be spoken of in the Provincetown, in which there was a Sea trophy for the Bird class, and the
and the elephants of the country in a band?"
"
was the answer. "Better
same breath with the late Charley windward thresh of 40 miles, is not skipper's prize, for the Star class,
single night.
"He can't be a dog," protested Miss have the wedding next month!"
Itarr or "Hank" Haff, nor in the same included, because that was not a club was won by J. G. Alley.
The bridal tour had been made
Barbara won the second of the
Lena.
breath with the British skippers, run, the racing aspect being confined
when
the bride said to her husband:
was
the
miss,"
sure
reply.
Newis,
"He
off
Wringle and Sycamore, one or both to four schooners built prior to 1900. series of races of
"Have you any scars where Nero
he's all the go in sobut
"He's
homely,
with
Pleione,
chalIroquois,
of whom will be on the Lipton
Otherwise, the only windward leg of port yesterday,
you that night?"
ciety. The terrier and the poodle are bit"Not
fol.
a single star! I was wearing
lenger. Four professionals have come the cruise was the beat of between Samurai, Carolina and Acushla
not in it with him."
lowing in order.
leggings!"
to the mind of those who, having nine and ten miles from Half-Wa"But you have stolen him!"
(Copyright, 1313, by thn McClure Newspamade tentative plans for the building Rock, Marblehead, to the Boston light
"Not a bit of it"
per Syndicate.)
"But you can't own a $50 dog."
of a defender, have looked about for in the' cruise from Marblehead to
First Night Critics.
"Say, lemme tell you something. He
CALL FOR BIDS
men to sail them Willis, ChristianSay ten miles not a great
In an article In the American Magawas given to me this morning by a
while
received
all
will
be
and
Howell
and
Sealed
that
of
a
Dennis,
cruise
length.
sen,
proposals
showing for
zine, Walter Prichard Eaton writes:
young lady."
are undoubtedly cnpatile of develop- There were head winds in the first at the office of the county clerk of
be a nice dog."
can't
"The theater door man Is an imhe
"Then
ment, they have not by any means day's run from New London to New- San Miguel county, New Mexico, un- "Hold on a minute. Why did she portant person on first nights, because
had the experience of Wringle and port, to be sure, but they were so til 2:00 p. m., September 20th, 1913,1
give him to me? Bekase she had as he passes out return checks between acts be hears the comment of
bows."
Sycamore in sailing large sloops. Of light that one could have blown a for the construction of a sixty-foHis ears are wide open
tho audience.
"That's no excuse."
them all "Chris" Christiansen will feather against them, and the only bridge, of one span, and 16 feet width
he's
bitten
when
eh?
Not
and, mingling with
such
on
occasions,
"It
hain't,
of
probably be the man to hold the stick beating that was done was the beating of roadway. The abutments to be
one of her bows and driven the crowd In the lobby t are other atevery
club
York
Yacht
New
concrete.
Otherv, ,,
syndicate back of the yachts by the tide.
of the
v..- -..
.i
taches of the theater, all seeking to
mem away.. 1 rrv.
ua,o nil Qvunra that
)
boat. He was Charley Barr's mate on wise, the squadron runs were satls-tory- .
The location of the bridge is at
either the dorg must go or they overhear the comments, and all rushColumbia, commanded by Cochran
would."
The dash from Newport to the Kearney's Gap, about five miles south
ing to report to the manager. Not long
where
"He bit the young men that came to ago the last act of a play in New York
Vineyard, with a wind abeam and aft of Las Vegas, at the place
call on her, did he?" asked Miss Lena, was entirely changed after the openthe beam, was a corker, while" the the road crosses the Agu Zarca
all at once Interested. '
ing night Bolely because the women in
Friend
reaching from Gloucester to Marblethe audience, as they left the house,
"Fiercely."
Plans and specifications may be
head was fine. The race for
"And she gave him to you on that were nearly all complaining of the
in Evsnf
aforesaid
office
of
the
held by the New York Yacht club seen at the
account?"
tragic finish. When a piece hangs in
"the balance between success and fail
cross my heart on it"
the day after the cruise had a good county clerk or at the office of the
"I'll
Comfort and Safety Asured Before
"Maybe. I'd buy him If he wasn't so ure, when 'tinkering can perhaps turn
windward leg, though, and adequately county engineer, George E. Morrison.
At the Left White marquisette, or
the Arrival of the Stork.
the scale, these frank comments overThousand
of
One
sum
runs.
homely."
A
in
club
the
bond
atoned for lack of it in the
voile, with black velvet girdle em"That's what high society Is after-ho- mely heard In the lobby are of greaf imThere is one thing the cruise did Dollars ($1,000.00) with two sufficient broidered in cherries; a deep square
The homelier the bet- portance to author and manager. In
fflfeV
fc'VL , ,. demonstrate, the all around excellence sureties, residents of the county of collar effect of tulle with a band of ter. Gotdorgs. bows?"
,,
other cases they are a borameter of
any
of the New York Yacht club fifties. San Miguel, New Mexico, conditioned lace around It and joined on shoulders
with a success or failure, though the ultimate
the
"Yes."
admitted
girl
with close-se- t buttons in cherry color. blush.
test, of course, Ib the subtle attitude
They are as smart craft as ever sail- for the faithful performance of the At the
accomRight A little Directoire dress
must
tho
of
bid,
conditions
want to get rid of?"
in
it the audience in the auditorium, its
every
you
"Any
ed, they handle well, are able
with skirt of plaited voile and a very
enthusiasm or its cold
bid.
spontaneous
each
wind.
They
like
the
and
foot
pany
respect,
short bolero embroidered in bright
of boredom."
ness
and
closin'
two
minlts
don't
"Then
be
signs
said
the
that
bridge
It is proposed
are able to make the most of their
this deal! One of your bows come in
The old snylns what Is home without handicap against Avenger and Shim-na,- , shall be completed prior to the first
Sand Pot for Flowers.
and bows and scrapes and takes a
a mother should add "Mother's Friend."
the Maxwell boat saving her time day of April, A. D. 1914.
Hemming Party.
A sand pot kept conveniently at
About the time he has got his
cheer.
In thousands of American horae3 there
is going to give a hemA satisfactory bond in the sum of
A bride-to-b- e
Is a bottle of this 'splendid and famous
against them upon only one occasion,
legs crossed and is ready to talk love hand on one of the porch tables,
Thousand ($10,000.00) Dollars, ming party soon. She called her best Nero sneaks around and takes a where slips broken accidentally or in
edy that has nlfled many a woman through and Shimna not at all. As a class the Ten
the trying orclenl, saved hor from suffering
friends over the telephone and in- bite."
the necessary pruning from the va
and pain, kept hor In health of mind and fifties were well sailed, and, in fact, with two sufficient sureties, residents girl
vited them to pass an afternoon on
rious bloomers may be stuck immedi
"And what follows?"
body in advance of baby's coming and had both owners and boats justified them- of the county of San Miguel,
and incidentally remarked:
her
Lemme
a moat wonderful Influence In developing 3
tell
that
follers?
you
"What
porch,
ately, Is a great convenience for the
bond
of
or satisfactory surety
selves in every way.
healthy, lovely disposition in the child.
"Everybody is to bring her thimble. what follers would make a hen laugh! home gardener. The majority of slips
for
conditioned
the
same
the
amount,
arising
the
problem
There is no other remedy so truly a help
Concerning
The hostesa will provide needles, There's a sudden jumpin' up. There's will root without further trouble if
to nature as Mother's Friend. It relieves
lack of professional skippers of accurate and faithful performance of thread and hemming." In the mean- a sudden swear-worThere's a gig- the sand is kept moist.
the pain and discomfort caused by the from
dethe contract for tho building of said time she has bought material for her gling in which you do all the work.
A novel plan for keeping cut flowstrain on the ligaments, makes pliant those high caliber to sail prospective
fibres and muscles which nature is expandand
successthe
will
the
towels,
of
New
have
will
and
a
the
of
ers
be
kitchen
sudden
fresh also calls for a sand pot, or
there's
member
Then
required
girls
a
bridge
fenders, racing
ing and soothes the Inflammation of breast
out doors, and that bow nev- an opaque vase that will not show
the privilege of hemming them, and
ful bidder.
asked
was
club
yesterday
Yacht
York
glands.
The Board of County Commission- each girl may put her own initials in er comes within a block of the house the sand. Arrange the flowers la the
Mother's Friend Is an external remedy, if it would not have been wise for the
if she
a agin'. Can't you Imagine it?"
vase and fill with water, as usual;
acts quickly and not only banishes all disreserves the right io reject soy the corner und onechooses. This is
tress in advance, but assures a speedy and club to have taken steps in past years ers
which the guests
"You come back to the house and I'll then carefully sift Into the vase, by
clever idea
complete recovery for the mother.
Thug to keep a class of sizable sloops' in or all bids.
will no doubt enjoy,
get the money for you," said the girl, means of a funnel, sufficient sand to
Bhe becomes a
healthy woman with ail her commission with professionals in
THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMIS
as she softly glgled at the picture the fill It nearly to the top, shaking it to
strength preserved to thoroughly enjoy the
SIONERS OF THE COUNTY OF
settle the sand about the stems. Cat
boy had drawn.
'Dainty Summer Portiere.
rearing of her child. Mother's Friend can
charge. He replied, justly, that
be had at any drug store at $1.00 a bottle,
Nero
was
and
flowers la orna wtal porch vases
The
SAN
money
white
paid
MIGUEL,
bordered
in
held
a
Rod
racing organization
toweling,
and Is really one of the greatest blessings yacht owners
rick-raclong time by this method.
By FIDEL ORTIZ,
braid, changed hands. He made no objec- keep a Wm-iever discovered
together with wide
for expectant mothers. are entitled to sail their own boats,
he seemed so content and Ladlw
and
to
tions,
a
portiere
Write to Bradfleid Regulator Co., 128
a
pretty
in
Chairman
Is
makes
Attest:
hang
the
is why
sport
Lamar Illdg., Atlanta. Ga., for their free that this really
gentle that tha low owonr had Her
girl's roombook. Write
It la most Instructive. conducted, and that If amateurs are
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Each Citizen of Switzerland
force a Soldier.

Per-

Extraordinary Skill With the Rifle Is
Characteristic of the Militiamen of
Much
Ancient Helvetia
Friendly Rivalry.
It is a singular fact that, in so democratic and peaceable a country as
Switzerland, every man is, in a way, a
soldier. At twenty years of age every
Switzer enters the army.
During his first year he serves 65
days; for the next 12 years he trains
for three weeks every alternate year.
At the age of thirty-twhe enters the
Landwehr, in which he serves from
eight to ten days under arms, every
lourth year, until when he is fifty, he
retires, and is called upon to serve
no more except in case of war.
While the Swiss militiaman may be
deficient from the military standpoint
of the German and French, he possesses an extraordinary skill with the
rillo.
The training periods are occupied only with drills and tactics;
the
matter of shooting Is
left to the individual soldier to carry
cut at otber times, and this is accomplished under the auspices of the various shooting societies that are such
a conspicuous feature of Swiss life.
These societies are under governIn the German canment control.
tons they are called Schutzengesell-scUai'ten- ;
wi the French cantons Socl-ete- s
de Tir. They are "voluntary associations," varying in size and importance with the town or village they
serve. In the larger towns they possess
ranges and club
houses; in the smaller places shooting
is had in any field that is backed by
a suitable hill.
Each peasant and
townsman enjoys easy facilities for
shooting, and every man has always
In his possession his "service rifle."
Every man between the ages of
must lire 32
twenty and thirty-twshots in four compulsory exercises
every year, and the societies receive
a grant of two francs for every soldier shooting the course on their
The income obtained from
ranges.
the grants suffices to defray the current expenses of the society. There is
no entrance fee, as a rule, and no subscription. Any unusual expenditure,
such as that Incurred in the construction of new ranges, is met by a special appropriation from the governable-bodie-

o

o

ment

Aside from these exercises there art
held many competitions between dif
ferent towns, villages and cantons
The whole system of Swiss shooting
is based upon the complete
of the government and the individual. Every Switzer has his army
rifle; he may use it when and where
he will, always provided he endangers
no lives.
He is insured by his government against all accidents on the
ranges, and through his society he
may obtain the services of qualilu-military officers to organize and control his shooting.' By treating riiie
shooting as a sport, and in Switzerland it is as popular as baseball is
with us or cricket with the English,
the Swiss have removed it from its
warlike field, but, should occasion
arise, that which has been learned in
sport would be used in earnest

Found Task Too Tedious.
Governor Dunne's four pens used
in signing the suffrage bill suggest an
unusual form of pen was used when
the treaty oj Paris was signed in 1856.
e
On March 23 of that year Henry
notes in his diary: "I heard that
the Empress Eugenie having expressed
a wish to possess the pen with which
the plenipotentiaries are to sign peace,
the emperor ordered that the finest
eagle In the Jardin des Plantes should
be plucked of Its best feather, which,
being taillee en plume, is to be used
on this occasion and then handed over
to her majesty." A week later
records: "Cavour told us that the
eagle's feather had been used for the
signature of one or two copies, mais
qu' on s'est revolte against employing
it for all, as in that case they would
never have got to the end of their labors." Chicago News.
Gre-vill-

Qre-vill-

e

Slandered Labor.
Percival Roberts, Jr., one of the heads
of the United States Steel corporation,
said at a luncheon at his beautiful
country seat near Philadelphia:
"Our corporation has been as sadly
misrepresented as was the work of

Pat

"Pat, you know, wa3 a coal miner.
He lay on his back on the rough rock
and hammered and wrenched at - a
seam of coal above his head hour after
hour. No sinecure, eh?
"But one hot evening when Pat
came home there was no supper. He
ventured to complain, whereupon
Norah said:
'"Shure, It's a foine man to complain, y'are! Me slavln' all day l'ke a
t
shtove. an' you
Turk over the
on the broad o' your back in the nice,
cool mine!""
red-ho-

One on Ginter.
Jesse Carmichael.was walking do
J
town In New York with his frk.-njGinter. ,
Boh was puffing lndustrlour.lv
fat, dark cigar, end hvl ri (
consuming about bait of it, r
the covering to curl up with t
"What in thunder are you
ing?" asked Carnuebacl.
'
C
.
"A fine cigar," re; !.
said Cn '
"Oh,"
t
thought it was an u .
MagaiJn"-

-

;

"

n
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often "'Started, was never completed.
A So It Is that now, for the first time
since the year 371, when St. Jerome
completed the first revision of the
Latin Vulgate, the work has been undertaken in such a way thai it will be
carried to- completion.
Much has been accomplished in the
last five years, but as the commission
has found itself hampered for the necessary funds, an appeal has been sent
FINES out to the world for aid. Abbot Gas-quTHEN THE MAGISTRATE
BECAUSE
SHE CRIES
HER
himself wished to make that
"HELP" AT NIGHT
appeal direct to America, and for this
purpose Is coming to our shores. The
New York, Sept. 2. A series of Kinghts of Columbus have volunteerscreams of a feminine voice reached ed to bear all the expenses to his visthe oars of Mounted Patrolman John it, so that all returns may be used
Boyle of the Cedarburst, L. I., station by him for his great work.
at 3 o'clock yesterday morning. Doyle
Abbot Gasquet is singularly fitted
dsitlnctly caught the words "Help" for the task which will occupy the reend "Police!"
maining years of his life. He was the
Ho galloped his horse In the direc- one among the many Catholic scholtion of the screams and, after consid- ars of the world that was selected by
erable hunting about, discovered a the pope to carry out the work. The
party of four young people in an au- greater part of his life has been pass
tomobile on a road known ts the ed in research work and he is a linguist
causeway, which, runs through the sea o! unusual ablilty. For years he has
meadows thereabouts, and leads to searched through the archives of
the fashionable Rockaway Hunt club. England for manuscripts, and from
The machine was halted, with Its sources of the kind that produced hi3
engine dead, Doyle found, on one of reliable histories, such as "Henry VIII
the desolate sections of the road. and the English Monasteries," "The
A very young girl, who Doyle saw Eve of the Reformation" and others
was a meer child, was screaming.
It was with some regret that he un
According to a report which he lat- dertook this new and burdensome task,
er turned Jn to' hi3 station, she had but despite the pmonnt. of hard work
scarcely any clothing upon her. Her plaoed upon him hp has found time
was
shirtwaist
ripped completely to write a Ivriory cf mediaeval Eng
away, and her skirt and other gar- land, which, when published will
ments were torn to tatters.
throw a new light on the regiious conSho was hysterical and wept viol- troversies of that country.
The work of Abbot Gasquet and his
ently when Doyle approached. The
other girl, somewhat older, and two commission will he of untold value' to
young men who were in the machine all readers and students of the Bible,
seemed quite calm.
Protestant as well as Catholic, as it
The policeman decided that the will gather together the most complete
younger girl needed immediate atten- collection of Biblical manuscripts now
tion, so he forced the men to drivn the In existence. Beside this the commiscar to the Rockaway Hunt clubhouse. sion will make a complete revision of
where he aroused Louis Cash, the the Latin translations and give the
steward. Cash telephoned to Dr. .world the most accurate copy of the
Leonard Rau of Lawrence, the next Latin Bible since the fourth century,
station east, who motored over and when St. Perome completed the task
gave sedatives to the girl.
originally, at the command of Pope
When she had been calmed Patrol- Damasus.
man Doyle arrested the whole party.
The hysterical girl said she was Bes
sie Walsh, aged 15 years, of No. 50
TO GO
Killdale avenue. Jamaica. The other
girl said she was Mary Lawrence, ID,
but would give no address.
The two young men described them
i elves as Jacob Davis and Lawrence
Chimes, connected with the Broadway
Tire company, at No. 1777 Broadway,
1 fanhattan.
Magistrate Raislg, who lives in the
seashore section, heard of the case and REPRODUCTIONS OF COLUMBUS'
decided to hold court Immediately. He
SHIPS 'TO SAIL TO THE SAN
did so, and the young people were arDIEGO EXPOSITION
raigned before him charged with dis
orderly conduct at 4 o'clock in the
San Diego, Cal., Sept. 2. San Diego
,
morning.
is to see the reproductions of the caraThe "Walsh girl was the first. When vels of Columbus, the Santa Maria,
she heard the charge, she simply said: the Pinta and the Nina, and the har"Guilty." Magistrate Ralsig imposed bor of San Diego is to be the first one
n fine ol $10, which was immediately on the Pacific coast of the United
raid by ihe man who called himself States to bail them, after they have
"1
Chimes.
passed through the Panama canal.
as
himself
The man who described
These reproductions of the caravels
"Chimes' took from his finger a dia- of Columbus, constructed for the
mond cluster ring, which an amateur World's Columbian exposition In Chiappraiser In the court room said was cago In 1893, have been In Jackson
wrtli at least $SD0, and deposited it park in Chicago ever since that time,
witb the clerki of the ccurt as hall. but on the fifteenth of the past
The whole party then enterad the month they left Jackson pant lagoon
automobile again and drove away. None and really started on their long jourof the Cfcdarhurst otaclals recognized ney to the Pacific coast. They were
them ,but there was a general belief first taken to the drydock at South
that they had all been to a ball con Chicago, where they will remain until
ducted by the "Chauffeurs of the they are made entirely seaworthy.
From Chicago the little fleet will
Rockaways' 'at Arverne.
proceed to Boston, and there they will
tie up for the winter. In the spring
they will be manned by crews of stu
dents from Harvard and begin their
long cruise. - It is planned1 to skirt
the Atlantic, stopping at San Salvador,
the first land discovered by Columbus,
and then on to Panama and through
the canal.
;
Doubtless the little vessels will be
Pacific
compelled to stop at some
port oh the west coast of Central
America or Mexico for supplies, but
OF POPE'S COMMIS- the first stop on American so'l after
CHAIRMAN
SION ARRIVES IN NEW YORK
their passage through the canal will
TO BEGIN WORK
be at San Diego. '
Andrew Kaul of Boston, a Harvard
New York, Sept. 2.- - Abbot Dom Gas- rtari. Is behind the movement to bring
quet, president of the English Bene- the caravels to the Pacific coast ft r
dictines and chairman of the commis the exposition in .'.I9l3; '.' He has fursion appointed by Pope Pius X to re- nished the Jackson park authorities a
vise the Latin Bible, or Vulgate, ar sufficient bond to Insure their return
Win.field Hogaboom of
rived in New York on the Geor.?e to Chicago
the San Diego exposition has taken
Washington the other day to visit
larger cities and explain the progress up the matter of entertainment of the
made by his commission during thi crews of the ships while they are at
vast five years. Abbot Gasquet has San Diego harbor for a sufficient time
been In America before, but not sins to permit of proper and fitting cere
the stupendous monies, ia connection with the Pan
lie hag undertaken
exposition In San
Bible
the
work of revising
Diego.
to
50
about
complete.
years
require
It wa3 In May, 1907, that Pope Pius
"X announced his determination to preAdenoids are a Menace to Children
Adenoids result from a succession
pare for a most critical and sifting
tfviaion of the Latin Bible, called the of colds in babies and young children.
They spoil the mental and physical
"ulgate. The crying necessity, for life
of a child. The condition that
for
such a revision had been felt
causes them may easily be avoided by
many centuries, but as the lieftime ct careful parents. Quickly and thor-n commission was not sufficient In onchly euro all colds and throat Irrito accomplish the herculean tations by the use of Foley's Honey
and Tar' Compound, and adenoid1? will
i
!.. and new members had to be io rfovpipn. O. f5.
shaefer and Red
though Cross Drug Store. Adv.
f:od io the old, the work,
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MODERN

DANCES SAID TO
BE
HEALTHFUL; THEY ARE PUTTING BRIDGE ON THE BUM

A correspondent of the Frankfurter
Zeitung, writing from one of the

best-know-

French bathing places, draws
an amusing picture f the latest "Am
erican invasion" the tango. The
scene might be laid in any. such place.
It la a rainy day; the beach is desert
ed; the bathing machines are idle.
Suddenly he hears music, and enters
a hotel parlor to find a class prac
ticing "le tango." "Oh, we were just
waiting for you," cry two of his
friends, and in a minute he, too, is
practicing steps of which he never
dreamed. He looks about him and
sees gay youth the jenuesse doree?
Oh, no!
Nobody there is under 40,
and most of them are beyond "fair
fat, and forty." He balances opposite
to a white-hairegrandfather; one of
the staldest of dignified matrons Is
pirouetting nearby, and at the other
end of a room holding hands are a
married couple who had not theretofore
been seen very much in each other's
company. The tango has brought them
together again, as it has given youth
back to the middle-ageand middle
age to the old. And when the lesson
ia over and the hour ends, the only
sentiment, says this chronicler, is bit
ter disappointment that one must
needs wait 24 hours for the next op
portunity.
All of this can be duplicated in a
thousand places on both sides of the
Atlantic. London talks of nothing
else, and "tango teas" are the rage.
At all of our own summer resorts people who have not danced before in 20
years are dancing afternoons, as well
res
as evenings. At every
taurant there is a dancing floor, so
that patrons may lose no time while
the waiter is changing the plates.
The cabaret artists are disappearing,
while people
except as interludes
catch their breath before the next
,
and when heard are listened
to only with impatience. One wishes
either to dance or, if one cannot, to
be amused by those who do. Ballads
are out place, and fancy dancers are
tolerated only because one may possibly learn a new step or dip from
them. The one class of citizens who
regard the currency Bill and income
tax without trembling, and assert
that there are no hard times, is the
teachers of dancing; theirs is a gold- en harvest.
Curiousl yenough, when one studies
this social phenomenon one finds two
opinions about it, as divergent as
cross currents in the oceans. Berlin,
which is not
little elated because
it now ranks as a wickeder city than
Paris, has forbidden the "American
dances" in ail public places by the
simple device of arresting the proprietor of the resort in which the tango rears its head or should we say,
shows its feet? In Munich, a degree
more decadent that Berlin, the most
fashionable restaurant was raided and
closed because of the dancing. On
this side of the water one finds alarm
in certain quarters. Thus the University of Wisconsin, fons et orlo of
all our political wisdom, is to an
nounce that any student guilty of
"will bo expelled, the same
as lor drunkenness."
Other institu
tions of learning have taken the 6ame
stand, and the clergyman who used
to rise in his pulpit and denounce
round' dancing of any kind as the sure
road to perdition, now solemnly warns
those who take uot the fatal first
In his eyes, he or
step but
she who hesitates in the waltz is
lost As the London Times has point
ed out, the tango is denounced in pre
cisely the 'same? violent- terms as was
the polka when It was1 introduced just
a century ago, and described by lso
worldly a paer as the Sporting-- Maga
zine, in 1812, as "the disgrace of sense
and taste
a
dance; a compound of immodest gesture and infectious poison" this of
our harmless little polka.
The London Times Itself
.
the tango and the
At least, it says that those who object must provide something better;
its general philosophy is that the
modern dances have come to stay, because the waltz and the polka were
long since outworn and stupid, and
the new ones are interesting and, if
well and properly danced, charming.
An even franker; defender of the "virtues of the trot" is Mary Master
Needham, in a recent Issue of Collier's Weekly. She quotes a physi
cian as saying of the "trot": "Well,
for one thing it la great exercise--in
fact, about the best indoor exer
d

d

one-step-

turkey-

-trotting

one-ste-

-

...

boldly-espouseone-step-

s
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cise. Being a physician, I am keen
for anything
that maies people
healthy and fit. Instead of prescribing a trotting horse, I order turkey- trotting, it's better evercise, for it
brings into play the same muscles as
in horseback riding, and others besides, which means that it is the
arch enemy of the torpid liver." Mrs.
Needham admits that the turkey trot
is "anything but
finished."
It is
"quite frank, quite ugly, and quite
primitive." She has seen some danc
ing as to which she avers "no self- that
respecting turkey would trot
way"; but at the same time Bhe saw
dancing "with as much
dignity as she would manifest in her
own drawing room" a white-hairewoman "whose face bore a look of
Mrs. Need- grace and of fine culture.
ham firmly believes that the trot is
a "real
with the genuine
r
attached," and her final
defence of It runs thus:
"In time the homely turkey trot
may develop Into some pretty pheasant patter, but if in the transition
It loses Its essential character, It will
cease to be a dance of the people and
thus sacrifice much of its folk value.
. And until some better form of
. .
play with as general an Interest comes
to take its place, what about the turkey trot? For it is conceded that
whatever makes an appeal to such
vast numbers cannot be wholly evil
or wholly without reason."
No doubt, an improvement in the
dance will come when the dance itself is a settled thing, and not one
that changes hourly. The London
Times Is right. The new dance has
brought pleasure to thousands upon
thousands whose dancing and exercising days were apparently over, as
well as to the younger generation,
danced,
and it will stay, if properly
better takes Its place.
until
Tt will, of course, not lost if it is
abused and allowed to deteriorate inThat it
to the vulgar or immoral.
can be made really beautiful is attested by the professional dancers in
numbers; and the astonishing variathe tango, and
tions of the one-stemore
them
make
vastly
waltz
the
than the dances they have dis
of
placed. Finally, when the good
these modern dances is being weign-eagainst the evil, be it written that
they have driven bridge whist into
obscurity. Whether the present craze
for 'trotting" will last any longer than
for "bridge" remains to be seen.
d

folk-danc-

fojk-labe-

d
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COTTON

FAIR

CONDITIONS

condiWashington, Sept. 2. The
the
of
tion of the growing cotfon crop
United States on August 25 was 68.2
ner cent of a normal, the department
of agricultural announced at noon to
day. Condition by states: Virginia
Carolina
80, North Carolina 78, South
Alabama
77, Georgia 7$ Florida 81,
Ar72, Mississippi 69, Louisiana 67,
80,
Tennessee
64,
Texas
72,
kansas
Missouri 72, Oklahoma 45, California
96.

AMERICAN WOMEN CARELESS
their physical
They
strength and take chances which in
the long run cause pain and trouble.
Wet feet, a cold from exposure, negover-estimat- e

lect of such warning symptoms as
backache, nervousness, bearing down
pains, all lead to untold suffering. To
all such women we want to say Ly- dia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is the unfailing remedy In such
cases. Thousands of American women
testify to its virtue. Adv.
DIARRHOEA

QUICKLY

CURED

"I was taken witth diarrhoea and Mr.
Yorks, the merchant here, persuaded
me to try a bottle of Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea' Remedy.
After taking one dose of it I was cured.
It also cured others that I gave it
to," writes M. E. Gebhart, Oriole, Pa.
That Is not at all unusual. An ordinary attack of diarrhoea can almost
invariably be cured by one or two doses of this remedy. For sale by all
dealers. Adv.
;
Facing a Serious Proposition
The man or woman who has kidney
trouble is facing a serious proposition,
where grave complications readily follow neglect. Foley Kidney Pills are
an honest curative medicine that once
taken into your system mean restored
health and strength. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, September 2. Hogs,

receipts

5,000.

lower.! Bulk

Market

5

to

10

cents

heavy $S
8. So; packers and butchers $8.10
8.40; lights $8.108.40; pigs $5.75
6.50.
Market 5
Cattle, receipts 28,000.
to 10 cents lower. Prime fed steers
$8.608.90; dressed beef steers $6.65
8.50; western steers $6.507.80;

$8.108.40;

cows
southern steers $5.106.80;
$3.505; heifers $4.50S9; stock ers
and feeders $57.50; bulls $4.50
6.25; calves $59.
Market 10
Sheep, receipts 12,000.
to 15 cents lower. Lambs $77.65;
yearlings $4.755.50; wethers $4.25
stackers
4.75; ewes $3.754.40;
and feeders $3G.50.

2, 1913.

WORK FOR PEACE

TROillOOTTHE
WORLD

priations are made annually by the
national legislatures. The union is
It does not
absolutely
concern Itself with the internal affairs of any country. It imposes no
obligation upon its members except
adherence to the principle of arbitration as a means of settling international controversies.
.

NEGRO PREACHER SUES BISHOP
Jackson, Miss., Sept 2. Hearing of
the suit for $10,000 damages brought
by an unfrocked negro preacher
against Bishop Thirkeld, the noterf
The Hague, Sept. 2. Closely follow- Methodist divine, is to be held here
ing the World Peace Cppgress and tomorrow. There is considerable popthe dedication of the Palace of Peace ular feeling against the negro and the
INTERPARLIAMETARY
UNION,
WITH MANY DELEGATES,
HOLDS MEETING

in this city, the Interparliamentary
Union, an organization of lawmakers
of the nations of the world who favor
the settlement of International disputes by arbitration, assembled here
today for its biennial session. Hundreds of delegates, among whom are
many men of wide distinction, are here
prepared to take part in the various
meetings which will continue for
three days.
Among the delegates are represents
many parts of the world, the recent
who have ' been conspicuous
in the
peace movement ever since the first
conference was held here. The United States has sent a delegation composed of half a dozen members of
congress. The delegation is headed
by Representative Bartholdt of Missouri, who is a former president of
the Interparliamentary Union. Among
the other members of the delegation
are Representative Stevens of Minnesota and Representative Slayden of
Texas. The Canadian Parliament is
represented at the meeting by Senator Dandurand and Herbert B. Ames,
member of the house of commons.
state of unrest in
The present
many parts o fthe world, the recout
war in the Balkans and the strained
relations between the United States
and Mexico, combine to give added
importance to the gathering of the
world's lawmakers who advocate
peaceful arbitration as the panacea
of all international ills. The American delegates will present to the conference Secretary of State Bryan's
proposal for an armistice between
would-bbelligerents and will urge
its adoption by the union.
The interparliamentary union was
r
founded in 1887 ,by Sir Randal
of the British house of commons.
The aim of the founders was to bring
about international agreements for
legislative action by the various governments on arbitration, the promotion of commercial relations, granting
of equal rights to all nations and
their citizens, and the enjoyment of
common privileges by all.
The membership of the union is
confined to actual members of the
national legislative bodies of the
Enrolled in its membership
world.
are more than 2,000 members of the
parliamentary bodies of Great Britain,
Germany, France, Russia, Austria-HungarDenmark, Belgium, Holland,
Greece, Norway, Roumanla, Portugal,
Switzerland, Sweden, Servia, Turkey,
Japan and the United States.
The organization has the support
of all the leading nations, and maintains a permanent bureau in The
Hague. To meet the expenses appro
e

Cre-me-

authorities are watching developments
closely. Bishop Thirkeld dismissel
the preacher after an investigation of
charges that had been made against
him.
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THE WEST

TO DO UNITED
IN WORK
ADVOOFFICIAL
TELEPHONE
CATES NEW PLAN OF SECURING SETTLERS

Denver, Sept, 2. The settlement of
the west by attracting settlers from
the east is receiving attention from
the men who are officers of the large
corporations the growth of whose
business depends .on the presence of
One of the foremost of
population.
these western men who advocate
strongly the united efforts of western
people for the acqulstion of settlers
for their vacant lands is E. B. Field,
Jr., vice president and treasurer of
the Mountain States Telephone and
Mr. Field ha?
Telegraph company.
urged for several years that the work
of securing settlers for the new lands
of the west be carried on by a united
effort of the states in which there Is
the greatest need for development.
The company of which he Is the head
has 600 exchanges and 6,000 employes
scattered over seven states and Mr.
Field has made a careful study of the
conditions which exist in each of the
localities from which his company
secures business.
"There has been a great deal of
wasted effort in attracting emmigra-tio- n
to the west," said Mr. Field.
"There has been a neealess duplication of effort on the part of the states
interested1. For example the seven
states in which this company operates,
namely Montana, Wyoming, Utah, Colorado, Idaho, New Mexico and Arizona
have been for the past ten or a dozen
years trying to attract settlers each
state duplicating the work of the
others and, at times, competing. My
plan has been to induce the states to
cease competitive advertising and immigration work and act together.. The
appeal to the men in the crowded sections of the east should be to "come
west' not to any particular sSction
the west. If the states of the west
would unite in their immigration work

the efflclnecy would be increased1 a
hundred fold. I find that in the operation of the telephone company we succeed best when we disregard actual
state lines. We operate the system
in seven states the same as If It were
one big state comprising the entire
west and in this way we prevent needless duplication. There are other
problems besides that of Imnllgratlon
and development with which the various mountain states have to deal.
There is the matter of dealing with
the good roads and reclamation problems. Also the national forests and
their relation to the various states
have an important place in affairs of
the west. By
among the
states and a united effort to settle
their problems Immense benefit would
result."
The plan advocated by Mr. Field
has attracted the attention of the representatives in congress from the
western states and he has been asked to go to Washington to lay his
plans before the delegations in congress from the states of the west. One
of the most important matters now
occupying the attention of congress is
the apportionment of the reclamation
funds for the west. Upon this subject Mr. Field has some excellent
Ideas owing to his long and intimate
knowledge of the states in which his
company operates.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Sept. 2. Influential factors which were ignored in the sharp

opening rise became operative later,
and speculation took on a new tone.
The impairment of bank reserves
shown in Saturday's statement and
the prolonged uncertainty regarding
Mexican affairs served to check bullish operations. Stocks of railroads
traversing the southwest were affected by reports of continued high temperatures.
Weakness of eastern trunk lines reflected in part the conversion by New
of
York Central, and Pennsylvania
large gains in gross earnings to losses in net Traders utiliezd the opening bulge to distract stocks, and except in instances where the rise was
unusually wide, the subsequent movement carried the list under Friday's
close. Steel showed a net loss of a
point. Bonds were easy.
The market responded to some short
coverings with an average recovery of
a point, but fell into dullness on
rally. Later the list worked back to
near the lowest on the stiffening of
time money rates and the filing of the
government's suit against Reading..
The close was steady. Increasing
selling of Atchison was offset by signs
of Improvement elsewhere. Only slight
recoveries from the lowest were made,
the list ending with prices mostly
well below Friday's close. .
The last sales were: :
77
Amalgamated Copper
107
ex
bid
div.,
Sugar,
QVA
Atchison
162
Reading
90
Southern Pacific
152
Union Pacific ex div....
United States Steel ex div
634
108
United States Steel, pfd

!

Subscribe for The Optic

AD VANCE A UTUMNHA TS
Made by Gage Brothers
SEE THEM IN THE WINDOW

V A

S.

3.

An excellent assortment of hats which embody the new
ideas for the coming Seasonsoft crowns of velvet. Some
are finished with a Urge butterfly bow a Paris idea seen
here first $3.75, $5,00, $5.50 and $6.50.

Women's New Suits

and-Coat- s

These Fall and, Winter models are radically different from
'
e styles differ great'
anything ever shown here before.
ly from the numbers we have been selling all Summer.
The skirts allow comiortable fullness by means of inset
pleats. The Coats have long dovetail backs,
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PERSONALS
of Kansas City Is a
guest of the Hotel Romaine.
Chris Goke of Gallinas Springs was
a business visitor in Las Vegas today.
J. P. McNierney of Roclada came In
last night for a few days' business
visit in Las Vegas.
B. R. Robinson of Shoemaker came
In this morning for a few days business visit in Las Vegas.
Rev. Father J. P. Moog of Rivera
drove in this morning from his home
for a few days business visit here.
C. J. Wall pf Denver, left last evening for his home. He has been In Las
Vegas for the past few days on business.
Miss Abble E. Sawyer of Chacon
arrived in Las Vegas last night and
will attend the normal during the
winter.
J. D. Hand a'nd brother, L. J. Hand,
came in this morning from 'the Hand
ranch at Watrous for a short business
visit.
, Charles O'Malley left this' morning
for the upper Gallinas, where he will
meet his family and return to Las
Vegas tomorrow.
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Keefe of Marshall, Neb., arrived in the city last
night and will remain here for several days as visitors.
E. H. Safford of Santa Fe came
over this morning and will be a business visitor In Las Vegas for the
next few days.
Miss Anna Lundgren of Denver,
Col., who has been the guest of Mrs.
Anna Simison for the past few weeks,
returned to her home today.
Mrs. C. P. Prescott returned last
night from Espanola and Santa Fe,
where she has been visiting for the
past few months.
Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Whitham, who
reside in Whitham, Mo., are here for
a visit with Mrs. Whitham's sister,
.Mrs. Thomas Llpsett.
Miss Annetta Bell of Holman came
In yesterday evening and will remain
here for the next year. She will attend the normal university.
Charles Hedgecock, a Las Vegas
boy who is making good In the practice of law, is here from his home in
Santa Rosa on a short Business trip.
Dr. F. B. Romero returned yester
day evening In his automobile from
El Paso, where he has been on busi
ness for the past few day.. He re
ports a favorable trip.
Miss Mabel Baldwin of Elephant
Butte arrived In the city last nigat
and will remain here for several
months as a student of the New Mex
ico Normal unfVersity.
Miss Harriette Mann has returned
from New York city, where she spent
her summer vacation. Miss Mann
this morning resumed her work as
teacher in the normal university.
Mrs. F. E. Ziesing and children of
Salina, Kas., and Mrs. J. G. Pelter
and son of St. Louis, have returned
to their homes after a three weeks
visit with their sister, Mrs. Anna SimC.

C. Davis

ison.

Norman Lewis, for the past year
a resident of Wilmerding, Pa., and employed there by the Westinghouse Air
company, came in last night for a several weeks visit with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. William Lewis.
Mrs. E. Hirschorn and daughter left
last night for their home in Kansas
City after having been visitors in Las
Vegas for the past few months. They
have been the guests of Mrs. Herman
Ilfeld.
Miss Alice Blake and Miss Luella
McCann of Tulorosa came In last
night for a few days visit in Las
Vegas. They may attend thtT normal

university during the coming winter
session.
J. M. Kurn, general superintendent
of the western lines of the Santa Fe
Railway company, arrived in Las Vegas thi3 afternoon from his headquarters at La Junta, for a short business
visit.
Paul Schoney, for the past four
years a resident of this city, left last
he
night for Princeton,
will reside in the future. Mrs. George
Schoeny, Paul's mother, accompanied
by her daughter, Miss Edith, left several months ago for Princeton.
Martin Williams of New York City
arrived here last night and will enter
the employ of the Lubin Motion Picture company. Mr. Williams for three
years was correspondent for the Associated Press in Mexico. The field
of his operations was In Chihuahua
and Sonora. Mr. Williams found life
exciting during the numerous troubles
In Mexico. When he finally decided
to quit work as correspondent ne
found1 the argument of ten bullets!
sufficient. After recovering from his
wounds Mr. Williams secured a position with the moving picture concern,
thinking the work would be less strenuous than that of war
correspondent.
However, Romaine Fielding has a
faculty of making life pretty lively
when films are in the process of making, so that Mr. Williams is not likely
to suffer from lack of excitement.
Ind.,-wher-

e

Arthur Ilfeld left last night for Kan
sas City where he will be on business R OAD
for the next few weeks.
Mrs. T. H. Sears and daughter, Miss
Ruth, left last night for their home
A
at Marceline, Mo., after having been
for
visitors with friends in Las Vegas
the past few days.
Frank Weeks, a minister of the
Seventh Day Adventist church, left
his afternoon for Albuquerque where
he will take charge of a church and WILL TRAVEL TO ROWE, MAKING
ARRANGEMENTS
FOR HIGHreside in the future.
WAY IMPROVEMENT
L. M. Rice, general storekeeper of
the Santa Fe Railway company, passTomorrow morning the local good
ed through Las Vegas this afternoon
in his private business 'ear No. 9, on roads committee, which was appointed
to serve as boosters for the work on
his way from Topeka to tbe coast.
September 10, will leave Las Vegas
for a trip over the section of road
NEED FOS
RODS) that is under their jurisdiction. This
trip will be made south of Las Veas far as' Rowe.
AT THE STATE NORMAL gas
The committee, which is composed
of Mayor R. J. Taupert, William SprinF. O. Blood, after the trip
OPENING DAY .SHOWS THAT NEW ger and
will make final plans for
tomorrow,
BUILDINGS ARE ACTUAL
the work and will arrange the assignNECESSITY
ments.
The contibution for the work on this
One of the busiest opentng days
ever seen at the New Mexico Normal day has not been as lively during the
few days as when the movement
University took place i this morning past
was
first started. It has been reterm
fall
the
when the registration for
started. The corridors and halls of quested that the citizens contribute
comthe Normal were crowded to capacity, without being solicited. The local
while all the rooms were filled with mittee has sufficient work on hand in
making preliminary arrangements and
students.
consequently cannot solicit for contriknown
The enrollment is the largest
in the history of the institution. In butions.
The movement is a good one and evthe grades, students were turned away
with he
citizen should
ery
the
while
on account of lack of room,
academic course was greatly in de- local committee by making voluntary
W.
mand.
The enrollment of students donations to the committee. Dr.
moveof
the
T.
the
Brown
originator
unusualwas
living outside of the city
is working hard all along the
ly largo this' morning. ; The flow of ment,
Santa
trail in New Mexico starting
Fe
was
students into the city yesterday
and no doubt good
the
enthusiasm,
numerous
this
morning
heavy and
a big success.
will
be
roads
day
strangers were seen making applicaschool.
tion for courses at the
The Normal dormitory, which open
ed last Saturday, this morning receiv AMERICAN CITIZENS
ed a number of new students and
practically no room In this building
ARE REPORTED SHOT
is now? available. The school buildovering has been in the process of
and
two
weeks
the
for
past
hauling
MEXICAN FEDERAL GENERAL IS
all necessary improvements have
SAID TO HAVE ORDERED
been made. A number of new picTHEIR EXECUTION
of
tures adorn the walls of several
the school rooms while in the assem2.
Sept.
Washington,
Secretary
bly the new frieze which was presentwas
in
with
locommunication
Bryan
ed the school by Charles Ilfeld, Is
summer
at
President
Wilson
the
cated.
The regular school work will start White House today over the Mexican
it as unofficially tomorrow, but on account of situation, but described
reno
said
and
development
work
changed
actual
the
the large enrollment
will not begin until the latter part of quired the presence of the president
the week. Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, in Washington at this time. A messthe president, this, morning expressed age received from John Lind at Vera
himself as pleased with the enroll- Cruz made no reference to his plans.
offiment, but sorry that it was necessary Mr. Bryan said. It was said in
to turn students away on account of cial circles, however, that Mr, Llnd
was planning to return to the United
lack of room.
States soon unless some move by the
Huerta
government changed his plans.
AlMr. and Mrs. N. M. Cudabac of
Consul Hanna at Monterey was orin
this
Las
arrived
Vegas
buquerque
afternoon for a few days' visit with dered today to make a searching inquiry into the reported execution of
friends.
six Americans at Torreon on the order of Feneral General Bravo. The
state department Is without official
knowledge of the Americans, who
' YOU KNOW IT'S GOOD
were said to be serving in the constitutionalist ranks. As the investigators
must proceed to Torreon by automobile, it probably will be several days
before they make a report.

COMMITTEE
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at

New York

"

Nogales,

Wild Animal
Q

I
"THE SISOY
THAT'S

DIFFERENT"

More.
i.

A

Lions, Elephants,
Tigers, Leopa.rds,
Sea Lions t ducated

almost hey6jd the
power of human

comprehension

than all other shows
combined

I 3 Big Mings and
I STEFi. ARENAS

2:30 and

FRIDAY,

SEPT.

2.

Indians have alarmed their allies, the
Sonora constitutionalists, according to
American
refugees who arrived today,
11
by demanding that the insurgent government return them forthwith all the
lands
that were taken from them by
$
v Porfirio Diaz.
These lands, seized from the Ya- quis during the many campaigns of
extermination waged against them,
have since been apportioned among
influential Mexicans or. sold to Americans and other foreigners.
The demand of the Yaquls, it was as
serted, came In the form of an ultimatum: "Return our lands or fight."

1fl
j

g
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Peace In Mexican
San Diego, Calif., Sept. 2. Condi-- !
tions in Mexicali and vicinity are
peaceful, according to Miguel Gomez,
jpfe politico of the northern district
pf Lower California who sailed last
night for Ensenada. Colonel Francisco Vasquez has 400 Mexican federal
troops in Mexicali with a division of

&
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AUGUST MAXIMUM

Western League

at

Sioux City

Omaha.

WAS ONLY 91

Denver at Lincoln.
Wichita at Topeka.

at

Des Moines

St. Joseph.

XL

.V
rt.

WHILE OTHER STATES SWELTERED NORTHERN NEW MEXICO
R. H. E.
WAS COOL

American League
Cleveland, Sept. 2.

3

Chicago

Y
O

'"

f

..."

0

9

1 1 0
The month of August, according to
Cleveland ..
Batteries: Scott and Kuhn; Steen, the weather observer at the New
Mexico Normal university, was cloudy
Cullop, Kahler and O'Neill.
with few exceptions. During this
month there were 17 clear days and
14 cloudy days. This is exceptional
YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL
for this month, although the rainy
season always comes in August.
National League
The mean maximum temperature
Bos-tonNew
New
York
At
York,
for the month was 83.88 degrees
x
and the mean minimum temperature
St.
At St. Louis Chicago,
was 54. 67 degrees. The mean tem
Louis,
was 09.27 degrees. The maxperature
At Brooklyn Philadelphia,
imum was 91 aegrees on August 16.
Brooklyn,
The minimum temperature was 45 deAt
Pittsburgh Cincinnati,
grees August 4.
Pittsburgh,
The precipitation for the month
was light, the total rainfall for the
American League
The
inches.
month being 1.33
At Philadelphia Philadelphia,
greatest fall in 24 hours was .46
Washington,
inches on August 20 and 21. There
New York,
At Boston Boston,
were three days during this month
with .01 Inch or more precipitation.
ChiAt Cleveland

"No Need To
Watch It"
Many a house has
been burglarized during
the brief time the po-

fl

2--

1--

3--

2--

4--

liceman was at the
other end of his beat.

r iw

Houses provided with
electric light protect
themselves.

.-

0--

Cleveland,

cago,

At Detroit

Detroit,

St. Louis,

10--

Western League
At Lincoln
.

Denver,

Lincoln,
,

At OmahaOmaha, 511; Sioux City,
Des

At St. Jqseph St. Joseph,
Moines,
At Topeka Wichita, f3--

STANDING
.

JFTHE

Topeka,

CLUBS

. National League

Won Lost Pet.
38-- '
.691
-- 85

Club
New York 'i- Philadelphia Chicago - '
Pittsburgh J
Brooklyn . 1...
.
Boston
Cincinnati .
St. Louis

a

"

57

52

68

.433

52
53

68
77
81

.433
.408
.357

Lost

Pet.

41
49
54
63

.670
.611
May
.561
December
Corn, September
.508
May 72.
.500
Oats, September 41 ; December
.441 41 14; May
.367
Pork, September $21.47; January
.347 $19.65

45

46
56

American League

Won

Philadelphia
Cleveland
Washington

83
77
69

,

Chicago

65

i.

Boston
Detroit

61
56
48
42

1

fact that deliveries in September con
tracts proved smaller than many
traders had expected and had caused
no selling pressure in the pit. The
hifher and
to
opening was
the advance was nearly all maintained.
Bullish advances came from France
and Argentina. The close was steady
above last night.
to
Unseasonably hot weather gave the
corn market a lift and prices showed
and continued
to
to
a gain of
to rise. The close was steady at V
to 1 net advance.
The oats market started unchanged,
to Vi higher and hardened to a moderate extent. There was much changing over of September to December at
three cents difference.
1
Although provisions opened generally lower on account of the large
run of hogs yesterday and because of
heavy deliveries of lard and ribs, the
pressure met solid resistance and a
firm tone developed at a modest decline. The closing quotations were:
Wheat, September 86 ! December

.607
.549
.633

68
w65

Club

CHICAGO BOARD OF'TRADE
Chicago,
Sept. 2. Wheat today
showed strength, owing largely to the

95.

90;
70;

61
71
83
79

Club

Denver

League
Won Lost

.

Des Moines

--

Lincoln
St. Joseph
Omaha
'
Topeka
Sioux City
Wichita

Ribs,

$10.37.

58

70
66

63
65
70

.570
.519
.485

61
59
51

50

72
78
85

,

September $11. 12; January

Pet.

77,

--- 73

machine guns.
just returned

$1.0.97.
.627
.570

84

i

Las Vegas Light &

Power Company

mcuf
1L

uncom. niiiinmm nil
IUIHI
UUurilHL

ILLUSTRATED

UUILUIHU
LECTURE COURSE

.ft

n

Dr. F. H. H. ROBERTS, Sept. 8
end

HUMOR,

PATHOS of TRAVEL

Col.R.E.TWITCHELL,Sept. 22
SOLDIERS of the CROSS

47.

Lard,
Western

74;

Let us wire your house for
electric light end give you the
best burglar insurance obtain,
able at any price. Our service
is yours at minimum cost.

1 (I

6--

2--

I

Rains Stop Warfare
Douglas, Ariz., Sept. 2. J. G. George,
an American of Esperanza, Sonora,
who was believed tQ be a prisoner of
the Mexiqan fec)arals, arrived here
last night, after an overland trip of
15 days, during part of wnich he
was without food. George said that
heavy rains hsd demoralized all transportation facilities and that both the
federals and constitutionalists
found
it difficult to operate.
The federals at Guaymaa are reported to have received heavy reinforcements. The Huerta forces also held
Pan Bias, which is being besieged by
the constitutionalists.

-:-

I

American Association
Indianapolis at Columbus.
Toledo at Louisville.
St. Paul at Milwaukee.
Kansas City at Minneapolis.

St. Louis
The Yaqu!
New York

8 P. M.

STEEETPARAOE130A.il.

f'PGK
HQ
L1U ILUflU

Ariz., Sept.

Capital 0113,000.00

t.

.

Bi$ 3 Ring

y,

PEQPLEB BMHl

Boston.

X

a choice. line of high grade first mortgage loans, netting 6 per cent
which we offer to investors, interest collected and remitted if desired.

semi-annuall-

' American League
Chicago at Cleveland; 2 games.
Washington at Philadelphia.

K

Indiana Want Lands Returned

VJE HAVE OH HAtti

:

National League
Chicago at St. Louis; 2 games.
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh.
Boston at New York.
Philadelphia at Brooklyn; 2 games.

TRIP

U

FIVE

BASEBALL

TODAY'S

TAKE

BARHES

2, 1913.

.459
.431
.375

Governor Gomez had
from Mexicali.

Golden State Wrecked
Floris, la., Sept. 2. The ; Golden
State - limited,, southbound, on the
Hock island railroad, consisting of
seven , Pullmans, was derailed early
todav near here. No one was injured.
,

BOROWSKY-2UMMAC-

This morning at 8 o'clock Miss Mary
Borowsky and Frank, F. Zummach
were united in the bonds of matri
mony by Rev. Father Rabeyrolle at
the church of the Immaculate Conception. The ceremony was simple and
was followed by a beautifully served
wedding breakfast at the Hotel Romaine. Mr. and Mrs. Zummach are
well known in Las Vegas, Mr. Zum
mach having resided here for the past
20 years, while Mrs. Zummach has
been a resident of Las Vegas for the
past three years.
The happy couple left this afternoon
for Wesley, Iowa, where they will
spend their honeymoon and later return to Las Vegas for a short time.
They will reside in Alamosa, Colo.

September $11.15;

Dr. JACOB LANDAU, Oct. 6
THE HOLY LAND

January

THE APPROPRIATION BILL
Washington, Sept. 2. Elimination of
the commercial court, an appropriation
of $100,000 for relief of American refugees in Mexico and $300,000 to start
the Interstate commerce commission's
physical valuation of railroads, feature the general deficiency appropriation bill reported to the house today
by the appropriations committee.
The bill carries a. total of $3,784,379.
The various executive ... departments
asked $9,923,407.
Debate on the. bill
will occupy most of this week in the
house. The commerce court would go
out of existence within 60 days after
the passage of the bill, its work would
be transefrred to the district courts,
and its Judges would automatically
resume their places on circuits.

!

;

WILSON PLAYS GOLF

SEASON TICKETS

SINGLE LECTURE TICKETS
CHILDREN

$1.50

. .

UNDER

50c

v

12 YEARS

35c

Q:OA L A CJB 17
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
t.rsfWihi jra

ft r n rr ri r

m k. w m MP
President
Cornish, N. H., Sept.
W km
Wilson played golf at Hanover again
today and reluctantly prepared to
leave for Washington. The president
While driving on the mesa' in his
The San Miguel County Fair
has benefited greatly by his brief visit
automobile
will hold a meeting ton Hit
last
afternoon
the
mountains.
among
Saturday
John D. W. Veeder ran down and 7:30 o'clock ia District Atl u
EVARTS IS WORSE
killed an unsuspecting cow that was Ward's office for the purp"-- ,
Windsor, Vt., Sept. 2. Maxwell C. enjoying the mountain view. Mr. ing arrangements for a county f
Evarts, counsel for the Southern Pa- Veeder may have been dreaming of The county fair eommHtn rf i: .
i .
cific railroad, who came back to his the day when he hopes to be demo- mercial club has been
home here a few days ago critically cratic boss of the state ot New Mex- tend this meeting.
(11 with intestinal
trouble, was report- ico, which would account for hia fail-u- r
to see the cow. The irate owner
ed worse today.
ot the animal cut off in its youth, rea j
quested Mr. Veeder to haul the boly clean cotton
Subscribe for The 0rtio,
off the road, which he did.
Co.
i

ufi

r.t

;

t.
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LET MUCH HEAT GO TO WASTE

GUIDE TO SUCCESS

DISGRACE

OF

By CLARENCE

TETLOW Philippine

Cooking Methods Not Likely to Be Copied by Ecoonmical
American Housewives.

HOLCOMB.

"This Conroy party comes into the
bunch grass country from Noo York,"
said the judge.
"Tenderfoot?"
he
"Say, he's that green that when
climbs down off the box of the stage
he looks up an' down the street afore
he gets off. 'Fraid he's goin" to step
in front 'of a trolley car.
"Sure he's green, but he's good
stuff. I'm runnln' a bunch of control
cattle on Stlnkin' Water mountain
that summer, an' I gives him a job.
Shure it looks like makln' him a pres'
ent of them wages, but he's such a
decent sort a chap I ain't got th"
to turn hira away. I hears about
heart
Freda They say your brother was
month in Tompson's report
him
every
?ery lucky.
He
says:
everyhe
was;
Frank Yes,
nearly
"'I thought when you sent him oul
body used to believe him.
here you must be losln' your mind,
but I sruess you knew ,wot you was
NOT FUSSY
doin'. He's a fine chap, an' a hard
worker.'
"It ain't long after this till the first
snow falls on the mountain, an the
cattle has to be got in on the home
I ?
Vfi,.'''r",:----- ranch.
"It's hard work this, fur stranga
e
camps don't appeal to the
the
I
over
all
it's
so
after
gives
none,
boys a week in town. I hangs around
the boardin' house principle, an' Joe
keeps me company. The house was
Uttle widow by
run at that time
the name of Cuv.i: tin's.
"It eeeme ; i .?. named Black
lyin' all suits both
Jack Tetlow v.-.ways from uie :v.:dle tryin' to win
the widow, but ghe don't enthuse.
Final, when Joe arrives on the scene
she passes him up like he's a white
chip, which makes him imagine Joe's
alienatln' them affections.
"Harry, Jed an' Barney is all down
rf'rank Sho'a not a bit fussy.
to the saloon, an' before we turns in,
Harry No?
Joe an' I lights our pipes an' strolls
Frank No; she'll even eat corn on down town. As we pass the saloon
the cob when strangers are looking.
the boys is in I takes it into my head
to drop In an' try to get them to come
to bed an' Joe follows.
POOR BOY
"We ain't no more than entered,
kid called Goggle
when a
Eye George, sticks his foot between
Joe's legs an' trips him up. This Goggle Eye George's eyes stick out like a
shrimps, but when Joe gets up, he
shure puts one of them back normal
Ju6t one lick, an' Goggle Eye ain'l
got no more fight in him than a sheep
but he don't need to do his own fight
in', fur right hyer Black Jack takes
his hand an' plays it fur him.
"Gettin' up from the table, where
he's been dealin' stud poker he walks

Roast pig as prepared by the Philippine woman may possibly taste as
well (to the natives) as if it were
prepared in the most modern electric
range or flreless cooker, but the cooking operations are a great contrast to
those of the kitchens of our country.
The process cannot be considered as
embodying the principles of localized
application of heat, which Is so effectually employed In our modern electric

cow-brut-

d

slab-side-

up to Joe.
"'Wot do you mean?' he snarled,
'a hitting of my particular friend?'
"Joe didn't say anything, just stood
his ground.
'"Well, I'll make you talk!" shouts
Black Jack, haulin' off an' knockin'
Joe over a couple of chairs.
Joe picks himself up, brushes hie
clothes, an' faces Black Jack.

Julia Jack has a careworn, unhap
py look this year that he didn't hav
last year. He looks as though he had
"You're not goin' to shoot me?"
married.
asks Black Jack, like he's alarmed.
Jane Yes; I married him.
" 'Yes,' says Joe, I think I shall.
" 'Now you're talkin' like a sport,
even if you ain't got the ear marks,'
STILL ALIVE
spouts Black Jack.
"With this he motions the crowd to
get off the flrln' line, pulls his gun, an'
goes to the further end of the room.
32 he's
"Joe, he pulls a bull-doraked up somewheres, but keeps on
standin' in the center of the room.
'"You picks the quarrel, and you
suggests the weapons. Now, I'm goin'
to name the distance,' says Joe.
"'Wot's the matter with this?' asks
Black Jack.
" 'Nothln',' says Joe, 'only the school
I attends when I'm a kid teaches man
which
ners instead of
same system seems to have been reversed where you're brought up. Now
if you will be so kind,' says Joe,
bowin' low, 'you will step this way.'
"'Wot do you mean?' stammers
Black Jack.
" 'I mean,' says Joe, cool as a tnint
1
.
'that this affair Is goin' to be
julip,
"So you've lived here all your lifo breast to breast.'
suy boy?"
" 'For a moment Black Jack looks at
"Not yet, mister."
him In surprise, then swallows several
times an' hangs his head.
"If he don't except he knows It's his
AT THE SEASHORE
finish in the cow country, an' likewise
it's the same if he does, fur even a
tenderfoot like Joe can't miss at that
range. Black Jack is a bad man, with
more than one notch in his gun, but he
don't dare run his brand on the little
slick-ea- r
that's standin there in the
middle of the room, even if his horns
ain't out of the velvet. He looks
around at the crowd, then seein' it
ain't no use he shoves his gun In his
pocket, an' goes over an' gets his hat.
As he does this, Tompson gives a hiss,
an' though you can see it hurts he
never turns.
"Black Jack Tetlow is a gambler,"
says the judge, as we arose and
pushed our chairs against the wan
"but he lets a tenderfoot make him
1
JUfcJ
,Wer
lay down a cinch."
g

sharp-shootin-

--

',

ft'J

(Copyright, by Daily Story Pub. Co.)

Worth the Money.
She Ilia brother was arrested fct
Sam, the chore man, returned from
5.aving two wives.
the city with a scarfpin that contain
HeI see; he had won too many.
ed a "diamond" of no usual size. It
was the pride Of his heart and the
His System.
envy of his village companions. He
treated all Inquiries from them as to
Til have to fire that office boy."
with
"'Why, b always runs when you ita value and ita authenticity
hieb. scorn.
;,tart hi in on an errand."
His employer, after a week of bask
"That's eo he'll have more time to
loaf on b'.s way back."
ing in its radiance, asked Sam about
Its history.
. "Sam." he said, "is It a real dia
She Should Hays Known.
mond?"
Teacher (in nihieraionr class)- "Wall," said Sam, "if It ain't I've
"Jolmnlfi, give rse lh; came of the
boon skua out of a half dollar.'
!pir?est known dla!00!'..l?" Johnnie
"Tii" acp."

"

I

V

"

7

2, 1913.
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GROWS ALL KINDS OF FRUIT
Production of California County Is
Unique and Its Boast May
Well Be Proud.
One county In California boasts a
great variety of fruit products. Large
quantities of fine apples, apricots,
plums, pears,
peaches, nectarines,
prunes, oranges, lemons, limes, pomelos, grapes, pomegranates, olives, almonds, walnuts, berries and melons
grow here. Besides these fruits are
grown corn and other cereals, alfalfa
and all the vegetables, so that the
fruit products of the whole world are
found in this one county. The raisin

She OPTIC

CHAPMAN

ADVER

STEPS grape

well-know-

d

Fifty Yeara a Mission Worker.
The Rev. David Thompson, D. D.,
of the Presbyterian mission in Japan,
recently celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of his arrival in that
country as a mission worker. He
assisted In organizing the first Protestant church tn Tokyo, and for
years served as interpreter to the
United States legation. During his
connection with the latter office he
translated, among other documents,
the original Japanese penal code and
code of criminal procedure, which
were published in the United States
in 1S81. Dr. Thompson has also made
many other translations on various
Now, at the age of seventy-eight- ,
topics.
he is still active In the cause
of religion, taking part in the general work of the ,Japanese church.
Welcome the College Farmer.
When a young fellow has finished an
agricultural college course and returns
to take up his work on the old farm,
give him the right hand of fellowship.
More than one bright young man has
been discouraged and sent away from
the farm by some relative or family
friend Interfering with his business
and leading the old folks to believe
that he was going wrong. Though he
may not tell you so, in words, the
young fellow has come home with the
intention of making the old farm the
best place on earth. Such a young
If you
man needs encouragement
can't give him a few kind words, keep
your mouth closed. Don't discourage
the boy's Initiative. Olive Mm a snow
to work out his ideas. Philadelphia

Farm Journal.

Site of the Garden of Eden.
About 3,000 men an at work on the
region between Babylon and Bagdad,
which Sir William Willcocks thinks
was the site of the Garden of Eden. At
present it Is an arid desert, but the

Turkish government seems determined to do for it what Anglo-Egyp- t
has done for the lower Nile. Sir John
Jackson is to perform feats on the Euphrates by building barrages, so as to
suffuse the arid regions with the fer
tilizing waters of the river. At first a
district of 600,000 acres will be Irri
gated, at a cost of $7,500,000 after
which the value of the land, now prac
tically nil, will be at least $50,000,000.
When entirely irrigated Sir William
Willcocks estimates that this resuscitated Garden of Eden will have acquired a value of $190,000,000. Young
.
Churchman.
.
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Wanted
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For YOU!
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Silver Spoon

BetferEMPRESS
FLOUR really, is.

Nice
510 Main street.

house-

Made by GERMAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

X

SILVER
PLAT- E-

i
I.

BEAUTIFUL
(STER-

LING) FINISH

EMPRESS
can be ob
tained in this city from

ALL GROCERS

furnished

room.

NOTICE.

g)

NO.

Meets every Monday night at
on Douglas avenue al
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are cordially welcome. J. C. Wertz, President; J. T. Buhler, Secretary;' C. H.
Bally, Treasurer.

The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
exub has leased the La Jara and Tip
lakes, which are the two northernmost of th group of Kroenlgs lakes
of the Ten Lakes Land rompany. No
person will be allowed wo hunt or
fish upon this property except members of the club, and all persons going there must be prepared to show
a membership card In this organization.
Otherwise they will be arrested for trespassing.
THE LA JARA HUNTING
.
AND FISHING OLUB.
Professional Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure
Plaza Hotel
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m
BEAUTY PARLORS FOR LADIES
Mrs. Little has opened rooms at 918
Lincoln Ave. for Face and Neck Massage.
Only latest methods are
Hours from 10 a. m. to 5 p.
m. No work done on Saturdays exPrice 50c
cept by appointment. '
Appointments made for work at ladles'
homes from 6:30 to 9:30 p. m.
Price $1.00

Subtcrihe for The Optic.

P.

O.

ELKS

1.
Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street. All Visiting
brethren cordially Invited to attend.
F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus Lehman, V. G.;
T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl Wertz,
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemetery
Trustee.

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Love at Woodmen of the World hall,
on the second and fourth Mondays of
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W.
Visiting
Montague, Local Deputy.
members are especially welcotsis

ad

cordially invited.

LOCAL TIME CARD
East Bcund
Arrive
No. 2.... 9:10
No. 4.... 11:05
2:05
8.
No
1:45
No. 10.

Depart

m..
m..

p. m.
.11:05 p. m.
a. m ..2:10 a. m.
p. m... . 2:10 p. m.
West Bound
p.
p.

. 9:1K

Arrive
No.
No.
No.
No.

1..
3..
7..

9..

1:20
6:10
4:20
6:35

Depart

m...
m...
m...

p.
a.

p.
p. m.

1:45
6:15
4:30
7:00

.

p. m.
a. m.
p. m.
p. m.

ATTORNEYS
& HUNKER
A.

HUNKER

George A. Hunker. Chester

Hunker.

'

Attorneys-at-La-

New Mexico

Las Vegas,

DENTISTS
DR. F. B. HUXMANN

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 136
East Las Vegas, New Mexico

i

CRYSTAL IGE

FOR RENT

way when you
learn how Much

BROTHERHOOD

Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
WANTED
avenue. Visiting brothers
Good cook. Apply 1027 Douglas
are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Eighth street. Phone Main 216.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
WANTED
Good
girl for general Secretary.
housework. Mrs. H. G. Coors, 520
OF COLUMBUS, COUNKNIGHTS
Washington.
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
( urth
Thursday In O. R. C. hall.
Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
FOR SALE Few pieces of furniture G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
almost new. Mrs, J. D. Barnes,
third floor Wells Fargo building,
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
FOR SALE Buggy and driving horse. W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
Apply Friedman's 1037 Eighth St.
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
MODERN five room residence for sale Ladies
always welcome. O. L. Fiers-man- ,
or trade. Bargain. Must he sold
President; A. D. Tillman, Finanthis week. See owner 1101 Elev cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
enth St.
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
FOR SALE Four room house and East Las Vegas, N. M.
sun room, two lots, well, city
water and sheds; $550 cash. Box
244, East Las Vegas.

EMPRESS

1 1

7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple, Mrs.
J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Matron; Mrs.
Agnes Tripp, Secretary. Telephone
Main 329.

B.

,V

something
i
you d ao uny

NO. 2, O. E.

Meets first and third Fridays

S.

at

WANTED
A girl for general house
work. 322 Grand avenue.

-- if you use

ing

CHAPTER

102

I

It 's giving you
a present for do-

I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.

O. R. C. hall,

FURNISHED ROOMS for light
keeping. 921 Lincoln.

E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541,
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues.

vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charles
ionic Temple at 7:8 p. m. O. H.
Greenclay, Secretary.
Klnkel, B. C; Cha. Tamme.

WANTED
Reliable healthy compan
ion to invalid young man. Mail application with references to Mrs.
Max Nordhaus, care Charles Ilfeld
Co., Las Vegas.

FOR RENT Two furnished rooms
with bath for light housekeeping.
502 Main avenue.

FLOUR

P. Mills,

Petten, Secretary. J.

-

Young native girl for light
FRATERNAL
414 Columbia.

FOR RENT Five room cottage on
hill. Phone Purple 5301.

This elegant Rogers'

.v"an

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
day of the month in the vestry rooms
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock P.
i,ar conclave nec. d Tu- m. Visiting brothers are cordially In-

housework.

FOR RENT Two or three nicely fur
nished rooms, modern, steam heat.
WTells Fargo building.

I

Wa

8

RANSFORD

For Rent

GRAND AVE.

W. M., H.

M.

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
vocation first Monday In
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.J
tew aji Blood, Secretary.

75
In

g

jgt

''vvyy
TOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

Meets second and
Regular comfourth
Thursday evening each
munication first and month at W. O. W. hall.
Visiting
third Thiira?aw
ill brothers cordially invited. Howard T.
Davis, Dictator; J. Thornhlll,
brother cordially
A.

ft '

Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
advertlsem-nt- a
All
lines
charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advfnce preferred.

was first grown here, and the
seedless sultana Is largely produced,
as are the table grapes of many
Writer Thinks Nevada Indians Badly
varieties.
In
Advised
Forsaking Tribal
Dance for Turkey Trot.
Seems to Prove Scholars Theory.
The introduction of reindeer in
The once noble red man has suffered much at the hands of his pale- Alaska has not yet in any degree jusface conqueror. He has exchanged tified the predictions of those sanhis hunting grounds for reservations, guine persons who declared that it
he has traded the warpath for the would speedily add much to the meat
trail around the bases. In place of supply of the United States, especially
the forest primeval he now inhabits on the Pacific coast. However, the
the circus tent. He has bartered a civilizing and stimulating effect of the
possession of these animals upon the
continent for firewater and trousers.
As If this were not enough, the naturally Intelligent and adaptable
well worth while.
tragic news comes from Nevada that Eskimos has been
scholhe has sounded still another depth of It recalls the theories of those
held
who
have
and
ars
philosophers
his tribal
Abandoning
Ignominy.
between Europe
dances, he has taken up the turkey that the difference
and aboriginal America, in the adtrot.
of human life, was due
vancement
old
Before this revelation all the
chiefly to the fact that the former
illusions as to the dignity and
which
of the American Indian fell had the services of the horse,
the American Indians lacked until the
with a crash. Not even the most
admirer of Hiawatha's people white men brought that fine animal,
can picture them in the mazes of the but came with it to subdue and slay
trot without a shudder. A turkey-trottin- the natives.
Indian deserves no greater
Optimist's Epitaph.
palerespect than a turkey-trottinThe Carlsbad Invalid has ordinarily
face clerk.
He
a surprisingly robust appearance.
Why the red man should seek to
scoffers say he has to
looks
strong
trot,
the
for
dance
change the ghost
of the
the snake dance for the bunny hug be, to live through the rigors
or the Are dance for the grizzly bear cure. A serious tribute has already
of Carlsbad
is a mystery. While the Indian's an- been paid to the virtues
so it may be permissible to
waters,
more
a
be
trifle
cient gyrations may
quote the anecdotes of the light-mindignified than the latest menagerie
ed. There is an apocryphal legend of
movements, they are only slightly less
barbaric than the dances which now an epitaph in a Carlsbad churchyard:
I was well.
hold the floor In polite circles. The
I hoped to be better
difference in savage energy Is hardly
Here I am!
worth the substitution.
Harrison Rhodes, in Harper's Maga- With Terpsichore gone mad, we
may look for an early retaliation by
the dansant paleface for the raid
which the Indian has made upon his
We pay 5c a pound for nice large
dances. The snake dance and the
cotton rasrs. Optic mmisning
and
clean
be
will
in
turn,
taken,
warwhoop
made a part of the turkey trotter's Co.
repertofee. Even at this late date Lo,
the poor Indian, can't make a trade
without getting the worst of it. New
York Evening Sun.
CARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,

AND CAFF

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & L. O. O. MOOSE

A

COLUMN

-

TURN TO THE MODERN

RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

RATES

and gas cooking, for in this case most
of the energy goes into heating up a The State of California produces
half acre lot, and a very little into the
Per Cent of the Grapes Grown
Pigthe United States.

LOBBY

From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing: but Pure Ice.
20c per 1O0 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
50c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery

Las Vedas Ice & Storage Co.
1200

Phone Main 227

Lincoln Ave

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs.. Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs. Each Dslivery

20c
25c
30c

per
per

100

lb
Iba.

100
per 100
40c per 100
50c per 100

lb.
lb.
lb.

AGUA PUR A COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
lasting Qualities ol Which Have Made Las Vega Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

n

Are Best

Market Finder 3
Classified adj. search out the people to whom among ai
particular thlsg is worth most.
those who MIGHT BWY-th- e

toe9

That property you want to sell Is WORTH MOST vo
who reads the ads. in this awspaper and womld lever hear ti
your property unless 11 were advertised sere.
Others, who read and ans fer ads. In this aewssaper waat (aa
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used Kaehtssy
and furniture, artlolcs of w nlness ef aay sort, and musical
struments.

i.

are read kj all pesm bsytcs, of all
sorts
of Uiisis, they cave come to be finders of the best
fble
As the elassUfled ads.

k
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Optic Office and get your GOCYCLE.
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Bring us ONE THREE MONTHS SUBSCRIPTION paid in ad
is yours.
and the
vance and
GO-CYC-

LE

Please enter my subscription to the Las
Vegas Optic for '2Z for which 1 agree
to pay In advance $

Please enter my subscription to the Las
for which I agree
Vegas Optic for
to pay In advance 5

Name.

Name

Go-Cyc- le

o
o
D
o

to

to be

given absolutely free to
Name of boy or girl

f

Name of boy or girl

Fill out these blanks and bring them with the money to
,i.i,.,,
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Light automobile
o'clock this evening.

reger van
u t.

L"Ji km? w a

at 7:12

Finch's Golaen Wedding Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery
to you. At the Ibby, of course.
Adv.
Mr. and Mrs. G. I Swearngin are
the proud parents of a baby girl born
to them last night. Both mother and

f viii

--

lamps

baby are reported doing nicely.

PER. BOX $1.25

Considerable surprise has come
from the fact that George W. Ward
who died, several months ago, was
without property. Mr. Ward died a
bankrupt, it is said.
On account of a number of repairs
that are being made at the city hall

the board of education did not hold
Its regular monthly meeting last night,
but will meet Monday night

STEARNS' STORE

manager for the
States Telephone company,
is, again at his desk after having been
indisposed for the past few weeks
with an attack of scarlet fever.
G. M. Cary, local

Mountain

Will give to every child attending
school a pencil free with every pencil

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON

tablet bought from us. Our tablets

SEPTEMBER

FUN FOR HIS

TROUPE IS A

FRIENDS

WONDER

WILL GIVE FUNCTIO
HONOR AT HOTEL

NIN

THURSDAY

Thursday night the Masons, the
Elks and all members of the Commercial Club of Las Vegas will be the
guests, together with their wives and
ladles, at a Spaghetti feast to be giv- en by Romalne Fielding, manager of
the Hotel Romalne. The feast is to
be given as an Informal opening of
the newly christened hotel.
The affair is to be Informal in every
respect Dancing will follow the dinner and' a royal good time Is expected.
Hotel Romalne, formerly the Plaza
hoteL is now one of the. leading hos- telrles in the southwest A complete
and improved cuisine has been established, and other changes for the bet
ter have been made. The service is
exoellent In every way. The affair
that is to be given Thursday night
will be well attended and no doubt will
(be one of the most delightful social
events ever given in the city.

LAVTBfS PUPILS GIVE
DELIGHTFUL

OF THE PRINCIPAL
TRACTIONS IN THE AL G.
BARNES CIRCUS

THEID IS ONE

ROMAINE
NIGHT

RECITAL

r
Heri, produced with a notable
cast in three ' reels. The
PLAY SELECTIONS
Browne' Teater tonight only. Adv.
Than-hause-

BY BEST MUSICIANS AND EXCITE ADMIRATION OF FRIENDS

i

She wanted to see if she really needed a Hoosier
Cabinet. She found she took over 1,000 steps in
her kitchen preparing a meal. Then she put the
cabinet on trial and she reports that she takes
only about 100 steps preparing a meal with

& Co.

Sole Agents

Jefferson Raynoids, President.
E. D Raynoids, Vice

President

Halleit Raynoids, Cashier.

S. B. Davis, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS.

Capital.

$100,000"

N.

M

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35:000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

There are few people in the United
States who have not at some time or
another attended some big circus,
watching act after act until the big
troupe of sea lions comes on, then
everybody "sits up and takes notice."
These animals from the 'Arctic seas
are very Intelligent and learn very
quickly, any and all tricks they are
called upon to perform. How many
patrons of a circus ever got close
enough to study this denizen of the
Arctic deep, and to know its real being? Very few.
Al G. Barnes has secured a troupe
of these animals for exhibition purposes, and has so arranged the place
of exhibition that one can put their
hands on their heads. Captain Charles
S. McFadden of Cape Nome, Alaska,
(for years overseer of the United
States government reindeer farm at
that point) gives a very interesting
lecture explaining the habits and
traits of the sea lion, it must be remembered that a sea lion cannot live
In fresh water, and salt water must
be had in great quantities or they
will live but a few weeks. They must
also have fish from their native or
northern waters or none at all, and
consequently one can realize as they
look upon these animals that they
are seeing something out of the or
dinary. This is only one of the great
animal acts presented in the Al G.
Barnes three ring wild animal circus
They will be here September 12.
It requires a special train o 23
double length cars to transport it.
The street parade takes place at 10:30
a. m. and two performances will he
given at 8 and 2 p. m.

The Ladles' Aid society of the
Church of the Immaculate Conception
The pupils of E. E. Wentworth
will meet tomorrow afternoon at 2:30
assisted by their Instructor
Layton,
o'clock at the residence of the pastor
and several prominent Las Vegas
All
are
members
of the church.
urged
musicians, gave a delightful recital
to be present.
last evening In the auditorium of the
New Mexico Normal university. The
Carlos Trujillo was arrested last
large audience which heard the recital
night by Night Officer Ed Ward' on was
delighted with the program.
the charge of drunkenness and disMr. Layton's pupils demonstrated
order, and when brought before Judge their
C. A. CAMP TO
ability to handle the hest of V.
D. R. Murray this morning was fined
music.
They are young people of
$5 and costs.
talent and 6how that they are receivBE REPORTED UPON
the kind of lnstructiotfwhich will
ing
is
Tamme
Charles
Clerk
City
busily
develop that talent to Its greatest
engaged in taking the official yearly
SECETARY LENOIR WILL
MAKE
school census. Mr. Tamme experien- possibilities.
One of the beautiful features of the
STATEMENT TO COMMERCIAL
ces considerable trouble in this work
ot
was
the
violin
program
playing
CLUB TONIGHT
on account of the delay in obtaining
Mrs. JameB H. Black, who appeared
As
the
all necessary information.
in two solos, one composed of three
There will be a meeting of the Y
school law requires the taking of the
distinct selections, "Berceuse" (from M.
C. A. camp committee of the Com
census, it is essential that all citizens Jocelyn) by Godard,
Schumann's
mercial club this evening at the club
answer promptly all, questions put to
"Evening Song" and Pierne's "Sere- rooms for
the purpose of hearing the
them by Mr. Tamme so as not to de nade." She also
played "Scene de
lay the work. The opinion of some Ballet' Mrs. Black, who is a resident report of Secretary Le Noir.
The camp, which closed last week,
citizens is that the census is being of Lebanon, Ind., is a most talented
taken for the purpose of making a woman and her playing is delightful. proved to be a most successful venture from every standpoint Commucollection of funds for the number of
George A. Smith, a favorite with
the
who
in
attend
each
family
pupils
Las Vegans, sang two baritone solos. nications have been received by Mr.
pupils in each family who attend the Mrs. Charles Kolm played the accom- Le Noir from people residing outside
for this reason that numerous ' citi- paniments in her usual finished man- of this state commenting favorably on
zens refuse to give the details to Mr. ner, adding to the beauty of the the camp. Several persons also have
made arrangements with the manage
Tamme. This census must be com- solos.
Those who took part in the pro- ment of the camp for reservation for
pleted by September 12.
gram were E. E. Wentworth Layton, next year, and it is expected that the
HOTEL ROMAINE
Mrs. Charles Kohn, Mrs. James H. attendance from other states will be
3
Black, Mr. George A. Smith, Miss large, as all those who visited the
Luncheon, September
Norma Williams, Miss Margaret Fitch, camp this year have made arrarge- Soup Cream of Celery.
Relishes Queen Olives, Mixed Pick- Miss Charlotte Clevenger, Miss Essie ments to bring others with them next
les, Radishes, Spring Onions, Pepper, Mr. Alvin Appel, Miss Har- summer.
Chow-Choriet Tooker, Miss Juliet Kauffman, All the equipment that was used at
Meats Sirloin Steak, Brown Butter Miss Claribel Adler, Mr. Leon Bowen, the camp has been brought to the city
Sauce, Pork Chops, pan gravy, Miss Katherine Larkin, Miss Leona and has been stored for thj winter.
Friccasie of Mutton.
Nothing remains at the camp now hut
Greenclay, Miss Marie Mann.
the dining room. A complete stateEntree Apple Fritter Brandy Sauce.
ment will be given soon concerning
Vegetables Baked Potatoes, Pickled
Beets.
the finances of the camp and this will
K
Desserts Bread and Butter Pudding,
doubtless prove
interesting. From
Grape Pie.
present indications this report will be
Drinks Coffe, Tea, Milk, Postum, Ice
satifastory, considering that this was
j
Tea, Cocoa, Chocolate, Butterthe first year of existence for the
'f
.
milk.
damp.
'
' Crackers, Cheese.
;:v
Dinner
Through error the hour set for the
Soup Pouree of Mixed Vegetables.
lighting of automobile lamps has been
Relishes
Queen Olives, Gherkins,
Incorrect by exactly one hour for the
Radishes, Spring Onions,
week. However, as darkness has
past
''
Chow.
fallen unusually early during that time
Meat Prime Ribs of Beef, au jus,
there will be little loss except for the
'
Brazed Short Ribs of Beef,
crusader.1
brown Potatoes, Mutton Pot

Jaiiey

interest Paid on lltne Deposits

Cabinet

AT-

II.

Gross, Kelly

One Women Experimented
Her Hoosier

are large and only cost 5 cents. Romero Book Store, Plaza.
Adv.
"King Rines Daughter,"
featuring
Miss Maud Fealy of Denver, a poetic
drama from the Danish of Henrik

2, 1913.

PLANS ARCTIC SEA LlOf

FIELDING

LOCAL NEWS

EXTRA NICE

TUESDAY,

kf- -

of her walking was wasted. Frank- ly most women don't waste such a large percent,
but almost any one will tell you the Hoosier
saves half your steps
Nine-tent-

.

The secret is in having everything you need in preparing a meal at your
fingers' ends. The Hoosier has been built scientifically from suggestions of
60,000 owners. It's a good cabinet and will please you. Better order yours
now and save miles of steps this hot summer.

The Best Homes in Las Verjas Have Hoosiers In Them

J. O. JOHNSEN

BUY AN AUTO DELVERY WAGOli
Insure Prompt Deliveries at Minimum Expense

Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, leliable in operation cheaper than horse power

'V " i

THE

BEST

EVERYTHING
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k

Fancy Pea.ches For Preserving. Per
Box S1.25

?

Concord Grapes. Per Basket 50c

Entree Raisin Flitter.
Vegetables Mashed Potatoes, Cream
ed Turnips, Fresh Tomatoes on
Lettuce.
Desserts Strawberry Sherbet, Apple
Dumplings French Sauce, Mixed

,

All Other Fruits

f

r Preserving at Low-es- t

Market Price
rrsitn
14

r

U

II IMF

&
--

6 lbs. for

Cakes.

Drinks

Tea, Coffee, Milk, Postum, Ice
Tea, Cocoa, Buttermilk.
Crackers, Cheese.
"HARVEY'S"

WARD

GO.

Famous mountain ranch: 31st sea
son. Old management; om rates. Car
riage out erery Saturday. Leave
at Murphey's or Plaza hotel,

7

n j h try
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AT

STOFlE.
EL PORVENIR
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VEGA!

The Ideal Mountain Resort
!l

y

Phones Mam

20

and Olive

6174

t

The board of county commissioners
met this morning In regular session
for the month of September. Little
other than routine business was transacted. 0. A. Larrazolo appeared before the board in behalf of certain
citizens who wished action taken In
regard to the closing of a road leading to La Liendre. The commissioners Will meet again September 20 for
the purpose of opening bids for the
construction of the proposed new
bridge across the Gallinas river at
Prince street.

,r;j

Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon
at the Opera Bar.
Adv.
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Investigate its merits and obtain full particulars from

$1,050

FULLY EQUIPPFO AT

mm
mm)

OVERLAND MODflt, 59 T

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you
Los Vegas Aoloinoblfe
Phone Main 344.

Maciilfie

&

Whalen,

&

tlfflfiiS f iffy

Co

Fowler Prtps

fcfi

pecial Lxcursion Da'
CALIFORNIA

'

NORTHWEST

Round trip tickets will be on sale daily
from June i to September 30, 1913, with
final limit en all tickets to Oct. 31, 1913.

Los Angeles or San Diego
Special dates, shorter limit

$48.50
S43.50
$55.00
$50.00

San Francisco
Special dates, shorter limit
San Francisco one way via
Portland or Seattle
$77.50
Special dates, shorter limit
$72.50
--

Tickets are first class, good for stopovers
in either direction, and for furth er particulars
as to routing etc.. please call at ticket office.
D. L.

BATCIICLOR, Agent

TOO LATE, TO CLASSIFY

Mrs. S. J. Henry is reported seriously ill at her home on Seventh

Key ring with three keys. street'
Owner may have same by calling at
Subscribe for The Optic.
Optic and paying for ad.
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;
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The marriage of Miss Mary Tipton
and Mr, Richard Devine will he solemnized tomorrow morning at 8
o'clock at the Church of the Immaculate Conception. The ceremony will
be simple and will consist of a nuptial
mass and the plighting of the marriage vows.
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BARTLETT

EATABLE
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am.
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